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Abstract – EN 

The thesis is based on Sandra Halverson’s 2003 “gravitational pull hypothesis,” which aims to 

explain several of the so-called translation universals, using knowledge from cognitive 

linguistics, mainly concerning the structure of our conceptual and linguistic memory. The thesis 

comes up with an experiment aimed to support notions suggested by Halverson, and theoretical 

grounding of the experiment is explained (primarily Cognitive Grammar, prototypes, and basic-

level categories). A two-part experiment (prototypicality survey and translation-based 

experiment with reflective questions) is realized, the results of which support the 

implementation of the notion of cognitive salience to translation universals. Other potentially 

useful patterns are discovered, such as the importance of connectivity in translation tasks and 

the role of entrenchment. To contextualize the universals and the interdisciplinary approach of 

cognitive linguistics and translation studies, an overview of relevant points in the history of 

translation studies is given at the beginning. 

Key words: cognitive salience, gravitational pull, translation, translation universals, linguistic 

memory, Cognitive Grammar, prototypes, basic-level categories, cognitive linguistics 

Abstrakt – CS 

Práce vychází z hypotézy Sandry Halverson z roku 2003, známé jako „gravitational pull 

hypothesis“ (hypotéza přitažlivosti), pokoušející se vysvětlit velké množství jevů spadajících 

pod tzv. překladové univerzálie, a to pomocí vědomostí z kognitivní lingvistiky, především 

v oblasti struktury jazykové a pojmové paměti. V rámci práce je navržen experiment, který má 

podpořit teoretické předpoklady Halversonové. Jsou vysvětlena teoretická východiska 

experimentu (především jde o kognitivní gramatiku, prototypy a bázové kategorie) a je sestaven 

pokus o dvou částech, dotazníku hodnotícím prototypičnost a experimentu založeném na 

překladech proložených otázkami reflektujícími myšlenkový proces účastníků a jejich 

překladová rozhodnutí. Výsledky experimentu podporují uplatnění konceptu kognitivní 

výraznosti (salience) na problematiku překladových univerzálií. Dále jsou vypozorovány i další 

potenciálně užitečné jevy, například význam konektivity (connectivity) při překladu nebo role 

ustálení (entrenchment) jazykové jednotky nebo konceptu. Na začátku práce je vyzdvihnuto 

několik relevantních bodů z historie translatologie, které kontextualizují myšlenku univerzálií 

a interdisciplinárního spojení kognitivní lingvistiky a translatologie. 

Klíčová slova: kognitivní výraznost, gravitational pull, překlad, translatologie, překladové 

univerzálie, jazyková paměť, kognitivní gramatika, prototypy, bázové kategorie, kognitivní 

lingvistika
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1 Introduction 

 

„We are able to send humans to space, we have robots that can play chess, serve coffee and 

even attempt to learn baby language by interacting with humans. Yet to date we have not 

achieved a program that allows us to produce a perfect translation by simply pressing a key on 

a computer keyboard. And the question is: How is this possible? Why have we not managed 

yet to build a simple scanning-like device able to read a text and a few minutes later deliver 

an edited, faultless translation? What is so remarkably difficult about translation? […] Much 

of the blame for the unfeasibility of fully edited automatic translation lies in the nature of 

cognition and meaning construction as fundamentally embodied, situated and dynamic 

phenomena.“ (Rojo 2015) 

An insightful contemplation, the preceding quote connects the phenomenon and process of 

translation to our cognition, to the way we are built to perceive, process, and understand the 

world around. This might sound quite natural and obvious as of course translation is a product 

of our mind. However, putting emphasis on the cognitive part of translating has been a major 

question for only the last ten to twenty years – translation studies is a young discipline, and the 

process and product of translation are both complex questions, which can be approached in 

many different ways. It is one of the aims of this thesis to briefly sum up the ways these 

questions were approached in the past and subsequently present new approaches which make 

use of the cognitive-linguistics framework. 

I believe this new fusion to be fruitful, among other ways as a new perspective on one of 

the phenomena explored within translation studies – translation universals. The next aim of this 

thesis is therefore to describe the phenomenon of universals, briefly including their history and 

critique as well as new approaches and methodologies used upon them, specifically explanatory 

ones. Pioneering explanatory studies have been published by Sandra Halverson (2003, 2017), 

and these will serve as the main inspiration and basis of this work. I specifically focus on 

Halverson’s 2003 study, explaining the ideas, suggestions, and results presented. Based on this, 

I carry out my own, pilot experiment, for the needs of which I dive deeper into the cognitive-

linguistics concepts employed in Halverson’s work and employable in integrating cognitive 

linguistics and translation studies. Most importantly, this includes the framework of Cognitive 

Grammar and the notions of prototypes and prototype categories and basic-level categories 

(basic-level schemas). 
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The experiment itself consists of two parts: the first constructs semantic networks of Czech 

translation equivalents to English stimuli. I map the networks for salience, using a prototype 

survey, Czech corpus frequencies, and the frequency of Czech words as translation equivalents 

to the stimuli. The second part is a translation experiment, in which respondents translate 

sentences under a time-constraint, which is expected to elicit generalization and simplification.  

An added value of the thesis also lies in drawing on relevant ideas and concepts in the Czech 

translatological tradition, mostly from the Czechoslovak translation scholar Jiří Levý, who has, 

despite his innovative work, been historically given little attention in the West. The experiment 

also works with Czech speakers and language data, which subsequently serves to diversify the 

pool of languages explored in the field. Finally, the thesis discusses and interprets results of the 

experiment, coming up with a proposition on what to consider in further studies. 

An important thing to emphasize here is that unlike most studies of translation universals, 

this thesis is not trying to prove or disprove the existence and true universality of the 

phenomena. Some, like Chesterman (2004), even conclude that this is after all impossible. The 

cognitive approach enables us to look at universals outside this absolute dichotomy – whether 

they are universal or rather just wide-spread, and whether we call them ‘universals,’ ‘laws,’ or 

‘patterns or tendencies,’ they seem to re-emerge and form some regularities in many 

translations. It is then only natural to not only ask “if, how, and where” but also “why.” This 

explanatory approach is still making its first steps (especially the inclusion of cognitive 

linguistics), and its attempts may thus not yet provide us with a simple answer. Still, I suggest 

via this thesis that we keep exploring it and developing this growing link between cognition 

and the processes of translation.  
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2 Translation studies as an independent field of research 

2.1 Initial topics of interest 

It is arguable that for as long as there have been different cultures and different languages, 

as metaphorically marked by the fall of the Tower of Babel, there has been the need for inter-

cultural and inter-lingual communication. The first preserved evidence of this as a formalized 

practice comes from ancient Egypt, from around 3000 B.C. (Ševčíková 2016). Since then, the 

practice itself has spread and developed, as have our thoughts about it. It is therefore useful to 

mention relevant points in the history of translation studies to contextualize the current 

interdisciplinary attempts and studies of translation universals. This will also help introduce 

translation-related notions which will be referred to or drawn from in the rest of the thesis. In 

case of deeper interest, see Ghanooni (2012) for a brief but more thorough overview of the main 

topics in translation studies or Snell-Hornby (2006), who dedicated a whole, most detailed 

publication to this topic. 

In this thesis, I will employ a simple division between prescriptive/normative vs. descriptive 

approaches. The first, prescriptive/normative period is among others described by Chesterman 

(2004: 3–4), who, searching for the first universalist approaches to translation, sums it up into 

two attitudes: “‘universal’ prescriptions” and “‘universal’ criticism.”1 What advances we should 

imagine under the term ‘universal prescriptions’ and prescriptive approaches in general, may 

be taken from Chlumská’s dissertation (2010), which we will now, along with Snell-Hornby’s 

Turns of Translation Studies, quote extensively. 

Chlumská concludes that for centuries, up to the 1950s, meta-thinking about translation 

focused mainly on the opposition of ‘free’ vs. ‘faithful’ translation (or word-for-word vs. 

sense-for-sense), with shifting beliefs on which of the two was desirable.  

Among the topics that appear after the 1950s, Chlumská highlights the question of 

translation equivalence: 

After the perpetual debates on free and faithful translation, from 1950s and 1960s, 

researchers began striving for a more systematic analysis of translation. Translations 

studies started turning towards linguistics and exploring key terms such as meaning 

and, most importantly, equivalence. The problem of equivalence between two 

 
1 It might be important to add that although Chesterman divides the general approaches as stated, his line 

between prescription, description, and prediction is not absolute and impermeable. 
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meaning units then became the subject of research for many translation theorists as 

well as linguists, incl. Roman Jakobson. (Chlumská 2010: 18, my translation) 

Connected to the notion of equivalence is the next question accentuated by Chlumská: 

translation shift. As she describes, this phenomenon, finally coined by Catford in 1965, is also 

at around the same time reflected in the works of the most prominent Czech and Slovak 

translation theorists of the 1960s and 1970s (respectively), Jiří Levý and Anton Popovič. 

Chlumská sees their proposals on the topic of translation shift as an (incredibly early) precursor 

of the discussion of translation universals. 

From the 1970s and 1980s, Chlumská puts forth another prescriptive/normative approach – 

German functionalist theories. Among these belong most notably the Skopos theory of 

Katharina Reiss and Hans J. Vermeer and the textual analysis model of Christiane Nord. Both 

of these set a new goal for translation, not focused on equivalence or shifts relative to the source 

text (ST) but on the purpose (skopos) of the target text (TT) and its function within the target 

community.2 

2.2 The path to autonomy 

In the 1970s, two events changed translation studies towards what they are today. One was 

the first thorough and systematic establishment of the field of research. This came to be through 

the seminal paper of James Holmes, The Name and Nature of Translation Studies, first 

published in 1972. 

In this paper, Holmes comments the so-far development of the field, concluding that it has 

been unsystematic. According to him, after the Second World War, many researchers turned 

their attention to translation, but the variability of their scientific backgrounds meant that all of 

them used different terminology and approached the topic differently. There was not even a 

consensus on what was or was not part of the topic studied and what were the appropriate 

methods. Holmes tries to unify the field in two ways. First, he suggests a new name for it, the 

currently used ‘translation studies.’ He then puts forth an inner system of the field, 

systematizing the studies in relation to one another. What is also important for us is that Holmes 

sees the field as naturally empirical, which may have influenced the future approaches to 

translation research. 

 
2 These are prescriptive demands, as mentioned, but Chlumská also points out that the Skopos theory no longer 

focuses on the ST but gives more attention to the final translation product. In this way, is a step towards the 

descriptive approach, which sees translations as a “stand-alone unit (not mere derivatives of the source texts) and 

a part of the target culture” (2010: 21, my translation). 
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Some view Holmes’ paper as a true turning point. It might have, however, taken a bit longer 

to fully unify and institutionalize the field, as is noted by Snell-Hornby (2006: 9), who adds that 

up to the 1980s, the field “was still widely seen as a concern of either linguistics or literary 

studies,” stemming mostly from poor accessibility of translation studies papers, including the 

work of Holmes. 

2.3 Descriptive, empirical, and interdisciplinary approaches 

Apart from the beginning of systematization of the field, another shift took place in the 

1970s. Chlumská (2010: 21) notes that “at the end of the 70s, translation studies deflect from 

prescriptive and normative theories,” and that “in the center of interest no longer lies 

equivalence in the sense of an equal effect on the recipient of translation, but the target text as 

such,” (my translation, emphasis added). Again, this may not have been an immediate shift 

since for example Baker (1993) still describes the situation at the time as focused on the ideals 

of translation, but she also implies that this approach has been shifting since the 70s. It can thus 

be concluded that between the 1970s and 1990s, a change in this direction was gradually taking 

place. 

The specific concepts introduced in these decades are not as closely relevant to this thesis, 

and I will therefore limit myself to a very condensed summary of the trends sketched out in 

Snell-Hornby (2006) and Chlumská (2010). The general direction has already been mentioned 

– the source text was no longer the main concern, instead it was the product, the target text, 

which was now seen as worthy of exploring as an individual entity. The role of translation 

literature as a whole also shifted, and it gained its own place within the target literature system, 

alongside (not inferior to) original domestic literature. In other words, it was one of the systems 

within a polysystem of a culture’s literature, as proposed by the polysystem theory. Translation 

studies newly integrated the idea of culture, which in the view of the so-called Descriptive 

Translation Studies included the “entire social context involved in the translation, along with 

the norms, conventions, ideology and values of that society or ‘receptor system’” (Snell-Hornby 

2006: 49). Holz-Mänttäri also stressed the importance of culture and put forth a theory of the 

so-called ‘translatorial action,’ which sees translation foremost as a type of a process of 

intercultural communication, not simply as linguistic transcoding, and the translator is also 

much more than a transcoder between L1 and L2 (Snell-Hornby 2006). 

In the 90s, empirical tendencies flourished and connected the field to others, making 

translation studies much more interdisciplinary. The use of psychology-based think-aloud 
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protocols (TAPS), first used by Krieg in 1986, expanded, and the fast development of 

technology impacted translation as both a field of work and study. New tools for translators 

were being developed, changing the process of translation. Snell-Hornby also stresses the role 

of globalization, which on the one hand diversified the pool of languages at least on the 

European market, on the other hand, however, has led to something of a unification (and 

‘Americanization’) trend amongst the cultures, languages, and translation texts (Snell-Horbny 

2006). 

Importantly for this thesis, the 1990s also marked a deeper introduction of corpora, which 

had been used in linguistics since the 1970s (Snell-Hornby 2006: 125), to translation studies. 

This approach was first famously promoted by Mona Baker in her 1993 article “Corpus 

Linguistics and Translation Studies.” Baker newly suggests using the corpora to “identify 

universal features of translation, that is features which typically occur in translated text rather 

than original utterances and which are not the result of interference from specific linguistic 

systems”3 (1993: 243). In other words, to look for what we now know, based on the very same 

paper, as translation universals (see Chapter 3). Chlumská (2010: 29, my translation) states 

that since Baker’s article, corpus-based translations studies have made a significant expansion, 

being used within both a practical course – development of computer-aided translation and 

machine translation tools, language teaching and translation training – and a theoretical one – 

“exploring the process of translation and comparing various linguistic features in parallel and 

comparable corpora.” 

As for the direction of translation studies in the first two decades of the 21st century, the 

trend of further connecting translation studies to other areas of research seems to continue, 

making the studies even more strongly interdisciplinary. Snell-Hornby (2006) also points out 

some current maladies of the field, namely that the terminology is still not unified, making it 

hard to orient oneself in the field, and that some scholars have been ‘resurrecting’ old debates, 

such as the question of equivalence, or have not been reading the work of others. 

2.3.1 Cognitive translation studies 

One discipline that has been in contact with translation studies is cognitive linguistics, or, 

more generally, cognitive science. Deckert (2017: 190) points to this duality, listing efforts to 

 
3 Baker implies that this is made possible by the shifted narrative in the field, with the target text now being the 

central question, and she points to the polysystem theory “elevating” translated literature “to the point where it 

becomes worthy of investigation as a system in its own right” (1993: 238) while also drawing attention away 

from individual texts to mass pools of translations. 
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connect translation studies with cognition since approximately the turn of the centuries (under 

many different names): “cognitive theory of translation, cognitive-communicative theory of 

translation, cognitive translation studies, cognitive translatology, psycholinguistic and 

cognitive studies,” and more. He notes that all of these efforts could perhaps fit under Risku’s 

2012 observation that “the objective of ‘cognitive scientific approaches to translation’ is to 

‘understand and explain the workings of translators’ minds’” (Deckert 2017: 120). However, 

this observation is quite broad, and it is questionable to what degree the different uses of 

‘cognition’ actually overlap. Deckert thus divides studies in the field into two basic categories: 

The first could be called more generally cognitive, focusing on the translator’s ‘cognitive 

functioning.’ Such studies, Deckert (2017: 120) writes, look at the process of translation and 

use a variety of tools to explore it: “think-aloud protocols, screencasting, key-logging, eye-

tracking, galvanic skin response analysis, heart rate monitoring, EEG, or pupillometry eye-

tracking.” Examples of studies using these methods can be found in Deckert (2017) or O’Brien 

(2013). Deckert adds that considering the demands of these methods, “the translator’s cognitive 

processes can also be productively and systematically investigated by taking a product-oriented 

approach,” in which case, “the results of the translator’s cognitive processes, the target text, is 

examined to isolate regularities indicative of cognitive patterning at the stage of target text 

production,” (Deckert 2017: 120). This will be commented on further when I elaborate why for 

the subject of this thesis (and of similar works), using solely the product-oriented approach does 

not seem ideal. 

The second category of interdisciplinary work connects translation studies specifically to 

cognitive linguistics. Rojo and Ibarretxe-Antuñano (2013) sum up the history of this 

interdisciplinary collaboration. They state that the usefulness of cognitive linguistics to 

translation studies “arises mainly from the ‘experiential’ notion of meaning proposed by 

cognitivists, which abandons the traditional notion of referential truth and highlights the central 

role of human experience and understanding” (Rojo and Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2013: 7). The first 

attempts in this field made use of Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar and Fillmore’s Frame 

semantics (see Rojo and Ibarretxe-Antuñano 2013: 7–9). These frameworks essentially serve 

as a different approach to the meaning and form of the ST, finding new clues for how to 

approach the interlanguage and intercultural transfer – what is encoded in the original text, how 

it affects the reader, and how the same effects can be gained through translation. For example, 

Tabakowska (1993) suggested to use Cognitive Grammar in the analysis of literary translation 

because its concept of construal (see 4.3.1) bridges the gap between stylistics and semantics. 
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Kussmaul (1995) suggested to use semantic frames and Fillmore’s notion of foregrounding and 

suppression to help understand and adequately translate complex and abstract terms. Rojo 

(2002) similarly suggested to use semantic frames to analyze and subsequently translate cultural 

terms and humor, “proposing a notion of equivalence based on the activation of similar frames, 

which envisages the translator’s goal as one of guiding the target text audience along a cognitive 

or conceptual route similar to that of the source text reader” (Rojo and Ibarretxe-Antuñano 

2013: 8). It seems, however, that these first attempts were, in essence, suggestions (with the 

exception of Rojo 2002 approaching the topic more practically), and the practicalities of the 

task had to be further explored and set. 

 This seems to be the trend continuing in the present: using frames and Cognitive Grammar 

to grasp and analyze meaning of hardly translatable items is still central in the interdisciplinary 

collaboration, with new papers showing examples of how these concepts can be applied 

practically. Such papers include Čulo: “Constructions-and-Frames Analysis of Translation” 

(2013), Dalpanagioti: “Frame-Semantic Issue in Building a Bilingual Lexicographic Resource” 

(2013), Serbina: “Construction Shifts in Translations: A Corpus-Based Study” (2013), or Sikos 

and Padó: “FrameNet’s Using Relation as a Source of Concept-Based Paraphrases” (2018)4, to 

name a few. Vandaele (2010) also further developed how cognitive linguistics can be used in 

translating wordplay. 

Other areas of interest in cognitive translation research are, e.g., the use of the notion of 

conceptual metaphor to better understand and analyze the source and target cultures and 

languages and render the same effects and cultural roles into the TL. Similarly, Halverson 

(2013: 65) connects cognitive translation studies with cognitive poetics (see Freeman 2010) , 

and I believe this could also be fruitfully used in pre-translation analysis and in comparing the 

source and target texts. 

Another area of interdsciplinary interest is the study of translation universals. There have 

been attempts to explain the phenomenon, which we will deal with in the next chapter, and 

cognitive linguistics and cognitive science play a major role in these advancements. 

Altogether, this interdisciplinary approach is on the rise, but it is still (cf. O’Brien 2013, 

Deckert 2017) considered to be in its early stages, with calls to unify and systematize the field, 

and to strengthen the reciprocity, as O’Brien (2013: 13) states, to “move towards reciprocal 

 
4 Sikos and Padó (2018) are not speaking specifically about multilingual context, but this study is connected to 

the aforementioned efforts as well. 
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interdisciplinarity, in which [translation studies] is not only a borrower but also a lender.” I 

believe this thesis is the type of work that could address this reciprocity imbalance, 

demonstrating how a translation-based experiment can provide commentary also useful for 

cognitive linguistics. 

3 Translation universals 

Baker’s (1993) article has had major influence on the fast and wide development of corpus-

based studies in the field and inspired many studies dealing with ‘translation universals.’ Baker 

(1993: 243) defines these as “features which typically occur in translated text rather than 

original utterances and which are not the result of interference from specific linguistics 

systems.” 

This is definitely the culmination of the trend to view translation texts as independent and 

worthy of exploration and is often cited as the beginning of the search for generally universal 

features in translations. It might be noted, however, that there had been such universalist efforts 

in the past, but they were often wrapped in prescriptive messages (cf. Chapter 2.1). Other 

authors had also identified patterns in translation that made it different from TL texts (and, in 

the case of interferences, also more like the SL text), and these observations are known as the 

“third code,” “translationese,” and “interferences,” (Chlumská 2010: 30–31), although these 

terms are currently seen as obsolete or pejorative (and thus, again, prescriptive rather than 

descriptive; Chlumská 2010). 

It might be added that that similar terms and notions had already been used around the half 

of the 20th century in the so-called Eastern Bloc. We may see it in Levý (first published 1963). 

He refers to “Soviet translation critics,” who notice the texts are often “written in a grey 

‘translationese’” and describe such cases as “‘wooden language,’ ‘translator’s jargon,’ etc.” 

(Levý 2011: 109). This is a strongly prescriptive approach and can thus not be viewed as a true 

predecessor to universals, as can none of the Western terms, but it is a notably early observation 

in the relevant direction. As we will further address, Levý himself also observes universal 

features in translation texts and even suggests an explanation for them. 

3.1 Potential universals 

Baker (1993) proposed six universals to illustrate what features she had in mind. These were 

based on small-scale studies and casual observation of a number of scholars, which to Baker 

“intuitively” seemed related to the translation process. She later revised these and in 1996 came 
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up with a simplified list, again mostly based on pre-existing studies, which has since been 

extensively referred to by other researchers. Chlumská (2010: 33) sums up the list as follows: 

1. simplification [...] the idea that translators subconsciously simplify the language 

or message or both 

2. explicitation [...] the tendency to spell things out in translation, including, 

in its simplest form, the practice of adding background information 

3. normalisation or conservatism [...] the tendency to conform to patterns 

and practices that are typical of the target language, even to the point of 

exagerating them 

4. levelling-out [...] the tendency of translated text to gravitate around the 

centre of any continuum rather than to move towards the fringes. 

In a similar line of thinking, Toury (1995) proposed two translation laws, “the law of 

growing standardization” and “the law of interference.” When critically compared, these may 

be seen as an inspiration for Baker – Pym (2008) states that all four Baker’s laws seem similar 

to Toury’s law of growing standardization and could all be seen as an elaboration of it. 

Since Baker and Toury, the list of potential universals has grown considerably. Chesterman 

(2004) tries to summarize the most prominent ones, and he also tries to introduce a system into 

the disjointed mass of studies, adding a distinction of S- and T-universals. S-universals are 

patterns relative to the source text and source language, “looking at both similarities (> 

interference) and differences (> shifts, strategies, changes),” while T-universals are relative to 

texts in the target language and culture, “the focus is more on differences; similarities here 

would merely indicate naturalness, not universal indicators of translations as a distinct class of 

text” (Chesterman 2004: 8). Chesterman lists the following universals (Chesterman 2004: 8, 

my emphasis, for information on the studies mentioned, see Chesterman’s original text): 

Potential S-universals 

– Lengthening: translations tend to be longer than their source texts (cf. Berman’s 

expansion; also Vinay and Darbelnet 1958: 185; et al.) 

– The law of interference (Toury 1995) 

– The law of standardization (Toury 1995) 

– Dialect normalization (Englund Dimitrova 1997) 

– Reduction of complex narrative voices (Taivalkoski 2002) 

– The explicitation hypothesis (Blum-Kulka 1986, Klaudy 1996, Øverås 1998) 

(e.g., there is more explicit cohesion in translations) 
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– Sanitization (Kenny 1998) (more conventional collocations) 

– The retranslation hypothesis (later translations tend to be closer to the source 

text; see Palimpsestes 4, 1990) 

– Reduction of repetition (Baker 1993) 

 

Potential T-universals 

– Simplification (Laviosa-Braithwaite 1996: less lexical variety, lower lexical 

density, more use of high-frequency items) 

– Conventionalization (Baker 1993) 

– Untypical lexical patterning (and less stable) (Mauranen 2000) 

– Under-representation of TL-specific items (Tirkkonen-Condit 2000, 2002) 

This list is not and cannot be a full enumeration of all the efforts and patterns that can be 

seen as universal. I cite it to give a more specific idea of the scope of the term ‘translation 

universals’ and to contextualize the two universals this thesis will specifically be working with 

– simplification and generalization (which, notably, is not even on the list). 

3.2 Criticism of translation universals 

The turn of the century was especially fruitful in studies looking to find universals. The 

perspective on the topic has, however, moved significantly with the growing amount of 

research, and the field of study (especially in its beginnings) is looked at rather critically today. 

Chesterman (2004) states that what is problematic in the field, among other things, is the 

confusion and disjointedness of research. He implies (2004: 10) that this stems from Baker’s 

original list, which suggests very abstract notions, many of which seem very similar 

(“standardization, simplification, levelling, normalization, conventionalization”), and 

subsequent studies therefore developed many different interpretations and operationalizations 

for each universal. It happens, therefore, that many studies that are formally about the same 

universal speak about completely different phenomena, even operationalizing them differently 

in the S-vs-T-universals spectrum. Szymor (2017: 20) gives the example of explicitation. On 

the one hand, it can be observed when comparing a less explicit source text and a more explicit 

translation (in “e.g., increased use of cohesive markers in translation”). But explicitation can 

also be viewed as a T-universal when comparing translations to TL texts and observing, e.g., 

“increased use of optional that in translated English texts.” Different studies also vary as to 

what they mean by ‘translation,’ whether the process or the product, and also what kind of 

translations should be considered and included in the studies – e.g., should we include non-
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professional translations, non-native translations, or ‘bad translations,’ too? (Chesterman 2004). 

This often makes it effectively impossible to combine more studies on the same universal and 

conclude anything from them. 

The other critique of the field has to do with the very nature of its object of interest – 

universality. With more and more tests carried out on different language combinations and 

genres, most did not end up validating the patterns, but rather refuting them, or more precisely, 

refuting their universality – finding them only in some of the explored genres, languages, text 

types, etc. (Chlumská 2010) – and similarly, other studies that did claim universality were later 

found to “actually seem to pertain only to literary or to Bible translation” (Chesterman 2004: 

10). 

Szymor (2017) explores the question of whether it is even psychologically plausible for the 

patterns to be universal, and she claims that we cannot think that the behavior is translation-

specific and universal at the same time. If it were specific for the act of translating only (in the 

‘professional’ sense, which is, after all, what is always studied in corpus-based studies), it would 

consist of decisions made in the mode of conscious cognitive processing using explicit language 

knowledge, and this mode is influenced by individual differences of the translators 

(intelligence, education, etc.). Behavior carried out in this mode can therefore, as Szymor 

argues, never be universal. What can be considered universal are decisions based on 

unconscious cognitive processing and implicit linguistic knowledge, resulting from “general 

cognitive abilities which are universally shared by all humans,” but this behavior will appear in 

all bilinguals, not just professional translators (Szymor 2017: 242). 

This observation is crucial for this thesis because it takes the patterns from the closed 

context of translation and sets them in the wide context of bilingual linguistic operations, rooted 

in our cognition. This is the line of thinking I will follow when dealing with translation patterns. 

Overall, the universality of ‘universals’ is currently strongly questioned. New studies on the 

topic still appear, but they usually look for patterns in translations of specific genres and 

languages without claims of universal representativeness. Chesterman (2004: 11) concludes 

that “what ultimately matters is perhaps not the universals, which we can never finally confirm 

anyway, but new knowledge of the patterns, and patterns of patterns, which helps us to make 

sense of what we are looking at.” The term ‘universal’ also seems to be on the decline, with 

authors deeming it unfitting – even Baker speculated in 2001 whether the term was “felicitous 

after all” (Chlumská 2010: 35). Scholars turn to terms such as “patterns, features, phenomena” 
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(Chlumská 2010: 35), “widespread regularities,” or “tendencies” (Chesterman 2004, 2010). The 

term ‘universal,’ however, still serves to connect studies to previous research and previously 

discovered phenomena, and this is also why this thesis will use the term. If I mention 

‘universals,’ I do not comment on the universality of the patterns, I only refer to the traditionally 

delimited notions (no matter how widespread they really are) and draw on this tradition. For 

my own operationalizations and expected effects in the experiment, I will prefer “patterns, 

features, or phenomena.” 

The last group of criticism of translation universals is the lack of explanatory hypotheses. 

Chesterman (2004) argues that although universals could not function in a vacuum – i.e., they 

necessarily have both causes and effects – these have not yet been investigated in enough depth. 

3.3 Explanatory hypotheses 

There have been some efforts to explain the phenomena. The first category of these can be 

summarized as ‘pragmatic,’ with several meanings of the word in mind. Pragmatic 

explanations connect translation (as a professional endeavor) to its social context, seeking the 

reasons for widespread patterns in the: 

1) socio-cultural role of the translator – translators are trained to realize who the final reader 

is, i.e., to account for cultural differences, to make the TL text easy to read (Chesterman 2010), 

to avoid unclarity (Snell-Hornby 2006 on explicitation), to reduce entropy, and increase 

orderliness, especially if they see their role as mediators, “shedding light on an obscure 

message” (Chesterman 2004: 11). Blum-Kulka connected explicitation to Grice’s Cooperation 

principle, stating that “translators provide more ‘communicative clues’ than non-translators; 

they are somehow more ‘cooperative’ in communication” (Pym 2008: 16). Pym (2008) suggests 

explaining widespread translation patterns by translators’ (un)willingness to take risks: if they 

work in a context that rewards risk-taking (in the sense of using unusual language, forms, or 

content), they will choose more unusual devices (including keeping foreign language and the 

results of interference) – e.g., in advertising. On the other hand, if they are rewarded for making 

texts safely fitting into the mass of TL texts, they will opt for standard, frequent, unsurprising 

devices (i.e., the wide umbrella of the standardization law/universal). 

2) practical context of translating – translators work under “economic and technical 

pressure” (Chesterman 2004: 11). Also, the process of professional translation is usually not a 

matter of an individual (i.e., the translator), but consists of group-based decisions and pressures 

of the author of the original text, the editor(s), the chief of the publishing company, etc. The 
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final translation may thus be affected not only by financial and other visions of the whole team 

but also by their direct interventions into the text’s final form. 

The other group of efforts to explain translation universals is cognitive, more precisely a 

cognitive linguistic perspective. Its explanatory hypotheses, as hinted, are by some seen as the 

only plausible explanation for truly universal features of translation behavior, but they are also 

applied in studies that do not explore universality. Currently, there are two major voices in the 

field. The first is the relevance-theoretic translation approach, based on Sperber’s and Wilson’s 

Relevance Theory, stemming from Paul Grice’s relevance maxim (CCJK 2011). This approach 

was developed by E. A. Gutt and advanced by Alves and Gonçalves (Halverson 2017). The 

relevance-theoretic approach  

looks at the thought processes of the translator strictly from the standpoint of the TL 

text reader. It is therefore mainly concerned with [the translator’s] considerations of 

the degree to which the reader of the SL and TL texts share a certain cognitive 

environment, and if they do not share it, how should the translation be altered. The 

goal is to achieve optimal communicative relevance, in which the TL text reader 

reaches the envisioned interpretation without investing excessive effort to process the 

message. (Kubáčková 2008: 16, my translation) 

The second, alternative cognitive-linguistic explanation is the hypothesis developed by 

Sandra Halverson (originally in 2003), generally known as the gravitational pull hypothesis, 

which is what I chose as a basis for my exploration of the field, and I will describeit in the 

following chapter. I chose it because when exploring universal behavior in translation, I am 

personally interested in the behavior patterns common to any bilingual transcoding, the 

emergence of TL variants. I see this as the first, truly subconscious and therefore truly generally 

cognitive step of the process. The relevance theory may be compatible with Halverson’s 

explanation, in the sense that it only speaks about a later phase of the process, subsequent to the 

emergence of the TL variants, and more conscious. However, the two approaches have a very 

different theoretical background. As for its setting within cognitive linguistics, relevance theory 

works with a nativist assumption of language acquisition, and as for the relation between 

linguistic and generally cognitive abilities, it assumes a separate cognitive module for languages 

and distinguishes linguistic from non-linguistic knowledge (Halverson 2017), all contrary to 

the gravitational pull hypothesis. 
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4 The salience effect 

4.1 Halverson’s gravitational pull hypothesis – introducing the notion of the 

salience effect 

In 2003, Norwegian translation scholar Sandra Halverson published her paper “The 

cognitive basis of translation universals,” which reacts to a lack of external explanations for the 

phenomenon of translation universals. Halverson (2003: 197) argues that the patterns known 

under the varying names of “[simplification/generalization, normalization, standardization, 

sanitization, and exaggeration of target language features] all arise from the existence of 

asymmetries in the cognitive organization of semantic information.” 

She uses the framework of Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar (CG) and describes, through 

its devices, the structure of ‘semantic networks.’ She draws from Langacker’s notes on three 

aspects that make a node in the network more prominent (salient) – 1) the node being linked to 

space and vision or sensory experiences, 2) the node’s level of schematicity (i.e., the basic-level 

category is prominent), and 3) the node’s degree of entrenchment. Halverson concludes that 

these three aspects come together to form two centers of the semantic network – the prototype 

and the highest-level schema (which I will continue to call the basic-level category/item). When 

the semantic network is activated, these central nodes (linguistic or conceptual units) are 

activated primarily and exert a ‘force,’ a ‘pull,’ drawing the cognizer towards them. She adds 

that the existing research on bilingual cognitive organization has come to a very similar 

representation of a concept network to what CG puts forth, and that many studies of first and 

second language acquisition also support the salience of the prototype and the basic-level 

category. She therefore links the ‘force and pull’ described in monolingual networks to 

bilinguals and concludes that the same nodes (prototype and basic-level category) will be 

prominent in a bilingual network. An additional feature of bilingual networks is that when the 

speaker activates a node in L1, nodes of similar meaning are activated in L2, and the connection 

strengthens. Thus, when translating, the first TL options that ‘appear’ to the translator are the 

prototype or the basic-level-category item of the TL network, and the more the person opts for 

these as TL ‘equivalents’5, the more their connection with the SL item strengthens, and they 

thus gain even greater prominence in the network. 

Finally, Halverson connects this to the phenomenon of translation universals, concluding 

that such explanation would cover both the potential universal of generalization (= the ‘pull’ of 

 
5 I use the term here simply as the “item chosen in the TL to represent the same meaning as the SL item did.” 
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the basic-level schema) and the various but fundamentally equivalent ‘tendency towards 

conventional grammaticality,’ ‘normalization,’ ‘conventionalization,’ ‘standardization,’ 

‘sanitization,’ ‘exaggeration of target language features,’ and simplification (= the ‘pull’ of the 

category prototype). She states that this approach, based on a map of a semantic network to 

predict the translation behavior, could be used to better plan and understand research identifying 

widespread patterns in different languages. In the meantime, the next step of the explanatory 

research is to come up with methodology to test the gravitational pull hypothesis. 

Halverson comes up with a methodological approach in her 2017 study. In it, she informs 

us that her initial 2003 hypothesis is now being developed into a wider, more refined model, 

and that she will now attempt to carry out first preliminary tests, using methodology that is new 

in the field. She gives no mention of generalization tendencies in this piece of work, focusing 

solely on what we would call the ‘simplification group’ of phenomena. She also (2017: 13), 

without further explanation, operationalizes salience “solely as frequency of use.” Both these 

decisions could be viewed as a measure to limit the goal and scope of the study to first try out 

only specific types of tests (although it is unclear whether the disregard for generalization and 

basic-level categories is only temporary, or if these are not a part of the new model at all). Also, 

Halverson now refines her terminology, saying that what was originally included under the term 

‘gravitational pull,’ can actually be divided into three separate effects: 1) what she now calls 

gravitation is the effect of the TL salience, causing interference, 2) magnetism is the effect of 

SL salience, and 3) connectivity is strengthening the position of the TL item as an equivalent to 

the SL item by frequent co-occurrence. Halverson tests the saliency effects on polysemous 

categories, specifically on the senses of the English verb get and its two Norwegian 

counterparts. She first compares the frequency of the different senses in corpora and uses an 

elicitation test (ESL6 Norwegian speakers write sentences with the verb get and the order of 

mention of the senses is observed) to confirm the corpora results, which it does. Thus, 

Halverson sets her expectations for the salience effect based on the corpus frequencies, and she 

uses these in the following tests:  

1) comparison of the relative frequency of the different senses of get in English-original 

and Norwegian-translations-to-English corpora, expecting the most prominent senses to 

be overrepresented in translations 

 
6 English as a second language 
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2) key-stroke data observing whether verbs very frequent in the TL (so-called ‘basic 

verbs,’ i.e., the 20 most frequent verbs in the TL) will be subject to more revisions than 

non-basic words – they should be, to confirm the salience effects, as they would more 

likely appear first even in cases where a ‘better’ option would be available, leading to 

their revision later on. For this test, all basic verbs were used as the object of study, not 

just get and its Norwegian counterparts. 

In test 1, some but not all of the expected results showed (i.e., only some overrepresentations 

of frequent senses of the senses of get), and Halverson therefore concludes that while the effects 

were not present for some cases (specifically. the second most frequent sense of get), there does 

seem to be an overall pattern. Hypothesis 2 was supported. 

Halverson (2017: 39–40) concludes that “while some initial support was found for the 

hypotheses presented here, this is not to be taken as conclusive.” She considers several possible 

reasons for this, such as the age of the corpus used in the study and its lack of metadata on the 

texts (specifying whether the authors were bilingual, etc.) She also notes that limiting 

prototypicality solely to frequency might have been a premature decision. 

4.1.1 Predecessors – Jiří Levý 

I have noted some ways in which the Czech translation scholar Jiří Levý (active in the 

1960s) was ahead of his time in his observations. It is especially notable, however, that the 

reader of his 1963 publication The Art of Translation may encounter essentially the very same 

claims we find 40 years later in Halverson. 

[Writers, similarly to language learners,] have a fairly limited active vocabulary (i.e. 

expressions which they commonly use in their utterances), and the remainder is a 

passive vocabulary (i.e. words which they understand but do not normally use 

actively). The majority of our active vocabulary consists of the most familiar 

expressions, i.e. the most general and semantically the weakest, and it is these which 

come to mind most readily when we are searching for an expression. […] 

In practice, translators are prone to three types of stylistic impoverishment of the 

lexicon: 1. A general concept is adopted, rather than a specific, precise designation; 2. 

A stylistically neutral word is adopted, rather than an emotionally coloured word; 3. 

There is limited use of synonyms to achieve variety of expression. […] 

Generalisation. In translation it is the general designation, the least vivid amongst the 

set of near-synonyms, that comes to mind most readily. […] 
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Nivelisation. Emotionally coloured expressive means sometimes lose their stylistic 

value in translation if rendered by a neutral, colourless expression. […] 

Limited lexical variation. In translation, the resources of a language in terms of 

synonyms for subtle differentiations of meaning are generally under-exploited. […] 

Under-use of synonyms where variegated vocabulary is required is also a symptom of 

the force of attraction exerted on the translator by the most familiar word amongst a 

range of synonyms. (Levý, 2011: 108–113) 

I stress that these are observations, and therefore cannot be properly compared to 

quantitative research on universals or the cause behind them, but I bring this up to, first, support 

Halverson’s hypothesis by findings from practical usage, and second, to alert readers to Levý, 

who foreshadowed many notions from the field of universals and beyond (for some, see 

Kubáčková 2008) and whose work is now partially available in English (Levý 2011). 

4.2 Draft of my experiment 

As mentioned, Halverson’s work is the main inspiration for this thesis, and I have set out to 

follow it up with an experiment of my own. This experiment draws from Halverson’s (2003) 

original hypothesis, trying to support it, but it primarily tries to test a different way of exploring 

the salience-effect phenomena. The method is proposed alongside the methods used in 

Halverson 2017 (which have not yet brought felicitous results) and other potential research in 

the field. 

In accordance with Halverson’s suggestion, the first step is to map networks for salient 

nodes. Unlike Halverson (2017), salience is not evaluated solely based on frequency in a 

monolingual corpus. Instead, I use three methods, a survey to determine prototypes, 

monolingual corpus frequency, and frequency of Czech words as a translation equivalent of the 

tested English words. This mapping serves as the basis for my interpretation of the experiment 

itself, which will primarily work with translation performance data.  

Corpus data will only be used in the mapping process and will not serve to support or 

challenge the final salience-effect hypothesis (as in Halverson 2017). I have noted that my 

perspective focuses on exploring this hypothesis by looking at the very first stage of the 

transcoding process, and I believe that although corpus data represent this to some degree, they 

are not the ideal instrument, and performance data should be preferred7. I see this as especially 

 
7 I use the term ‘performance’ in accordance with Halverson (2017: 16): “‘performance’ [is] used about 

observational data that is not a translational product as such, and ‘process’ used about data types that can be 

immediately linked to theoretical notions regarding cognitive processing.”  
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justified in my case, where the corpora we would most likely use for research would be syn2015 

or jerome (a corpus based on syn2015), and both of these include officially, mostly 

professionally published texts (fiction, non-fiction, and newspapers and magazines, cf. Křen 

2020). Such texts, as mentioned, often undergo several rounds of edits by a number of people, 

and I see this as moving the texts away from the original, most authentic linguistic tendency of 

the translator, which I view as especially crucial for a hypothesis concerned with immediate, 

primary cognitive reactions. 

In the following section, I explicate cognitive-linguistic and other theoretical notions 

serving as the basing of my experiment, and I indicate how these notions are applied. This will 

be brought together in Chapter 5. 

4.3 Theoretical basis of the experiment 

4.3.1 Cognitive grammar 

Halverson (2003, 2017) gives a relatively extensive overview of Cognitive Grammar, but it 

is unclear in what way she makes use of some of its aspects. What this thesis in particular will 

take from CG is mostly the way the framework sees mental organization of concepts and 

words8, on which I base semantic networks for the experiment. 

Langacker originally came up with CG in 1987. He claimed that only three types of 

structures govern and symbolize all linguistic concepts (importantly, including grammatical 

ones, which are therefore seen as fundamentally alike with lexical items): semantic structures, 

phonological structures, and symbolic structures. Semantic structures are “conceptualizations 

exploited for linguistic purposes, notably as the meanings of expressions” (Langacker 2008: 

15), and phonological structures are the forms (sound, gestural, or typographic) which 

symbolize these meanings. A representation of a concept in a speaker’s mind then incorporates 

both of these structures as its two poles, creating a unified unit, the symbolic structure. Let me 

make use of Langacker’s illustration and example: 

 
8 As this is only meant to explain the organization of our semantic networks, I do not mention many otherwise 

crucial aspects of CG, and this overall introduction is much simplified. For a thorough review of CG, see, e.g., 

Langacker 2008. 
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Figure 1 – Langacker’s illustration of symbolic structures, taken from Langacker (2008: 15). 

In these pictures, (S) stands for the semantic structure, which is connected to (P), the 

phonological structure, and together they form (Σ), the symbolic structure. More symbolic 

structures can then combine to form a new structure, and this linking can go on to form 

structures with progressively higher symbolic complexity, as in the picture. For instance, to 

accompany this diagram, Langacker (2008: 16) gives the example of: a) moon, b) moon+less, 

and c) moon+less night, with all the units comprised of a conceptual meaning and a 

representational form. 

The meaning is encompassed in the semantic pole, and within the CG framework, it is 

represented by domains. A domain can be simplistically described as an area (or a set) of 

knowledge we need in order to understand the meaning of the overall concept. The nature and 

complexity of each of the domains is highly variable – some are very simple and, e.g., denote 

that a conceptualized object is laid out in space or that it has a certain shape. Other domains are 

much more complex, and include the way the object is used, by whom it is used, when, etc., 

and many domains are extremely complex and involve high-level knowledge of (often) culture-

specific conceptions, such as, in Langacker’s (2008: 46) example of sophomore, for which we 

need to grasp such concepts as LEARN, STUDY, SCHOOL, and the high-level idealized 

conception of a “nonelementary educational institution offering a course of study lasting 

precisely four years.” 

Domains therefore give us a vast amount of information, and this serves as the ‘conceptual 

content’ of the unit9. However, although for ‘sophomore,’ we need to grasp the whole context 

of secondary education, we do not actually activate all of the content within the domains, only 

the relevant parts. And even with very similar concepts, we use (profile) different aspects of the 

active content – consider the difference between ‘sophomore’ and ‘freshman, junior, or senior,’ 

 
9 In CG, the word ‘unit’ is used for a structure that is no longer novel but is established and entrenched. As all 

the structures I will be working with are already established in the language, I will generally be using the term 

‘unit’ without always specifying this condition. 
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which, as Langacker (2008: 46) notes, “have the same basic content, but designate students in 

other years.” The differentiating processes we have sketched out are called construal. 

“Expressions which evoke essentially the same conceptual content can nonetheless be 

semantically distinct because they construe that content in alternative ways,” Langacker (1993: 

447) writes on construal. There are many ways in which content can be construed, and 

Langacker summarizes them under five broad categories: specificity, scope, prominence, 

background, and perspective. For example, the sentences “The tall, surly waiter viciously 

kicked an elderly woman’s yelping poodle,” “The man struck a canine,” and “Something 

happened” might all describe the same content (the same situation), but they construe it with 

different specificity (Langacker 1993: 448). 

Lexical units within a language are then linked based on their content with other units by 

various categorizing relationships (Langacker 2008, 6.1 and 8.1–8.3). This inter-linked 

category is structured on the basis of language use (i.e., around a prototype or the basic-level 

schema). When we encounter a “target” (a stimulus), the process of selecting a word to name it 

(“a unit to categorize it”) is described by Langacker (2008: 229–230) as follows: 

 

Figure 2 – Choosing a schema to categorize a target, taken from Langacker (2008: 229) 

A particular target, T, tends to activate a set of units, each of which has the potential 

to categorize it. Initially, these units are all activated to some degree. This is sketched 

in [figure 2a], where thickness of lines indicates degree of activation. The potential 

categorizing structures compete for the privilege of serving in this capacity. Most 

likely they are mutually inhibitory, so as one becomes more highly activated it tends 

to suppress the others. Eventually (though it is only a matter of milliseconds) one 

member wins the competition, achieving a high level of activation at the expense of 

all its rivals. It then serves to categorize T, as shown in diagram (b). 

Langacker adds that what encourages the unit to be selected are its ease of activation (set 

by the degree of entrenchment), the influence of context (e.g., if we have been talking about 
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dogs, other animal referents will be chosen more readily than human referents), and the degree 

of overlap with the target. 

Langacker’s ease of activation is explained by high entrenchment, and I would like to 

explicitly link this to salience – I mentioned in 4.1 that salience culminates in two types of 

structures: the category prototype and the basic-level unit, and these are (because of their 

cognitive salience) the most used and hence entrenched concepts and linguistic units. 

Let me now explicate what these prominent units are and how I will use them. 

4.3.2 Prototypes and basic-level categories 

The notion of prototypes and basic-level categories was originally a psychological or 

psycholinguistic one, developed by American psychologist Eleanor Rosch during the 1970s. 

Both these concepts reacted to the way categorization as a cognitive process was understood at 

the time (Rosch 1977). 

Basic-level categories 

Rosch (1977) refers to the results of numerous experiments carried out by her team, in which 

out of the many levels of schematicity we can use to view the world, one level systematically 

showed as the most convenient and most used. This is what we know as basic-level categories. 

Within the hierarchy of categories, this one is cognitively useful for us because it combines the 

two needs we have of categories: to include as much information about category members, and 

at the same time to be schematic enough to include a lot of these members and to be used and 

applied with ease. ‘Superordinate categories’ (such as ‘animals’) are very wide and satisfy the 

need to cover a lot of members, and they are schematic enough that using and storing them in 

our memory does not strain us cognitively. However, they do not provide much information 

about their members. ‘Subordinate categories,’ (such as ‘the red admiral butterfly’) give us a 

lot of fine-grained information to characterize their members, but they are very narrow, and we 

would need extreme amounts of them to make sense of the world. 

The basic level (such as ‘buttefly’), a middle ground between these two extremes, is 

schematic to some degree, storing a higher number of members, but it is also informative 

enough. Rosch even found that regarding informativeness, the fine-grained subordinate 

categories did not actually provide much additional information compared to basic-level 

categories, further supporting the cognitive usefulness of the basic level.  

Prototypes 
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The other notion presented by Rosch is that of prototypes. This concept came to be in 

reaction to what we now call the “classical approach” to categorization (cf., e.g., Cruse 2000: 

130). Rosch claimed that this black and white categorization system was not representative of 

people’s cognition, and a better way to imagine categories was based on prototypes. Prototypes 

are the category’s central members (the clearest cases, the best examples), and all the other 

category members are then, based on the same principle, more or less central in the category, 

creating the category’s radial layout. 

Rosch established prototypes based on the so-called Goodness-of-Exemplar (GOE) rating, 

which has since been used for the deed. This test is carried out by asking respondents to, as the 

name suggests, numerically estimate how good of an example X is of category Y. Importantly, 

respondents reportedly find the task itself meaningful and understandable (Rosch 1977, Croft 

and Cruse 2004, Cruse 2000), which support prototypicality being cognitively natural and 

representative of categorization. Apart from this, Rosch and others have since identified aspects 

of our cognitive behavior with which prototypicality correlates, further proving the importance 

of the notion of prototypicality within our cognitive systems. These include for example (Cruse 

2000, p. 133–134): the order of mention (“When subjects are asked to list the members of a 

category, and especially if they are put under time pressure, the order of listing correlates with 

GOE ratings, with the prototypical member showing a strong tendency to appear early in the 

list.”), “the overall frequency of mention in such lists,” order of acquisition, speed of 

verification that an item is a member of the category, and other phenomena. 

With more research, prototypes have been found to be affected by different variables, such 

as culture. “For instance,” states Cruse (2000: 133), “in a British context (say, a typical class of 

undergraduates), DATE typically receives a GOE score of 3–5 relative to the category of 

FRUIT, but an audience of Jordanians accorded it an almost unanimous 1.” I expect similar but 

perhaps less prominent differences on an individual level, where the more entrenched the 

specific concept or linguistic unit are for the person, the more prototypical they will be for them. 

For example, in the categories I chose for the experiment (see Chapter 5), a city-based 

businesswoman might more or less subconsciously see ‘stilettos’ as a better example of shoes 

than ‘hiking boots,’ or at least relatively to a male mountaineer. 

The role of basic-level categories and prototypes in a semantic network 
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To tie this back to what I wrote about Cognitive Grammar, I quote Schmid (2010: 122, 

emphasis added). (His paper is specifically about basic-level categories, but the quote can in 

extension include prototypes.) 

According to the theory of spreading activation, many more words than those that are 

uttered in a given speech act are activated during the process of lexical retrieval. This 

claim is supported by association and priming experiments, which suggest that whole 

networks of concepts that can be related to a target word in various ways (e.g., 

synonyms, antonyms, superordinates, subordinates, collocates, elements of one frame) 

achieve some level of activation during lexical retrieval […]. It is from these 

networks that the most suitable means of encoding the conceptualization to be 

conveyed, the active node […] is selected during speech production. […] Well-

entrenched concepts have a better chance of being selected as active node than less 

well entrenched ones. […] According to research to be reviewed in the following, it 

is on the so-called basic level of categorization that the most deeply entrenched 

categories are found.  

I only need to add that prototypes are the most frequent representatives of their category, 

and we see why both prototypes and basic-level items would be most entrenched and hence 

chosen most readily. This is why I will map my experimental networks for them as salience 

centers. For prototypes, I will make use of a slightly adjusted GOE rating test as well as of 

corpus frequencies – it is useful as an additional parameter to smooth out the subjectivity of 

prototypes. As for basic-level items, Rosch (1977: 214) claims that for her experiments, in non-

biological categories, the basic level was determined by intuition of the researchers, and I will 

therefore also base the judgement of the basic level on my intuition, although it will be 

knowledgeable of Rosch’s research and examples. (See 5.1 and 5.2.) 

4.3.3 Bilingual networks 

To finalize my vision of the network map, I need to incorporate the interlingual transfer into 

it. For this, I draw on Halverson (2017 and 2003), among other reasons to make our research 

more compatible. Halverson (2003) reviews literature on bilingual networks and concludes that 

the overall approach to the ‘storage’ of concepts is fundamentally the same as that of Langacker, 

although it stems from a more psychological than linguistic perspective. She uses a schema by 

bilingualism researcher de Groot (1992), which represents how an item in the first language 

(L1), in this case Dutch, activates an item in the second language (L2) through the semantic 

nodes the two items share (the number of nodes here, as Halverson stresses, is purely 
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illustrative)10. The more semantic nodes the two linguistic items share, the more easily the L2 

unit will be activated, and if they share only a few or no nodes at all (in the case of, e.g., culture-

specific concepts), the search for and activation of the L2 item will be demanding for the 

speaker. 

 

Figure 3 – De Groot’s 1992 schema of distributed conceptual memory, for quality reasons taken from Halverson (2003: 212) 

Also, Halverson concludes that the current research on bilingualism suggests that instead of 

two separate stores of units, both languages are likely stored together by concepts (2003), and 

even for monolingual use, the whole multilingual network is activated, but “some kind of 

control mechanism is responsible for inhibiting the undesired language” (2017: 13). 

To put together all the information represented in the previous subchapters and to apply it 

to interlingual transfer, I construct a schema of L2 activation for the purpose of my experiment 

in the following way (see Fig. 4 below). The L1 unit activates through its lexical meaning (its 

semantic pole) a portion of L2, a network of units relevant as a translation equivalent. For the 

purposes of my experiment, I will not be dealing with differences in content but rather construal 

(I expect variation in specificity and stylistics, see the next subchapter), and I therefore do not 

include any information about how many conceptual nodes (domains) are shared by the L1 unit 

and the L2 activated units. I only concern myself with units that are all ‘fair competitors’ in that 

they all share the content ‘completely’ with the activated conceptual nodes of the L1 stimulus. 

I illustrate salience differences by the different levels of transparency of the L2 units – the more 

salient units, which would be the basic-level unit or the prototype, are the darkest. Also, the 

varying salience is illustrated by alluding to the typical radial structure of prototype-based 

 
10 This schema is, of course, very simplifying, especially in its portrayal of conceptual nodes (which we could 

translate as domains in the CG framework). These would not be this easily countable and are, if we work with 

Langacker’s (2008) assumptions, not even distinctly separate, but rather overlapping and hardly separable from 

one another. Langacker even argues that to list all domains of a unit is not possible and is not even useful. 
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categories, with, again, the more central members being good examples (= salient), and the 

peripheral units being the least salient within the category and thus less likely to be chosen.11 

 

Figure 4 – Schematic model of L2 network activation 

 

4.3.4 Simplification and generalization 

The last question is how the experiment is related to the tradition of universals. Halverson’s 

original gravitational pull / salience hypothesis has the ambition to explain many potential 

‘universals,’ which we may divide into two categories. The first is supposedly caused by the 

pull of the prototype, yielding effects on both the lexical and grammatical level. The 

grammatical level would include some effects of Toury’s (1995) standardization law and those 

interpretations of the simplification, conventionalization, and normalization hypothesis that 

describe, e.g., a lower mean sentence length or simplifying complex syntax (such as non-finite 

clauses). To narrow the scope of my research, however, I will only deal with lexical effects. As 

mentioned, these may also be known under various universal headings (such as simplification, 

normalization, standardization, sanitization, or conventionalization) and may be viewed as a S- 

or T-universal, but I see them (similarly to Halverson 2003) as inherently similar. They may all 

be summarized (at least to the extent relevant to our experiment) under Toury’s law of growing 

standardization, and I characterize them in the following way: ‘unusual items of the SL text 

 
11 I present a radial schema for both simplification (prototype effect) and generalization (basic-level unit effect) 

as even if the most salient unit is the basic-level one (rather than a prototype), the rest of the category is still 

structured in some way. 
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tend to be replaced by more habitual, standard, frequent items, even if this sometimes reduces 

some aspects of the original meaning, such as the stylistic dimension.’12 (Because of this 

essential similarity, I will use the umbrella term of simplification for all these universals, but 

please be weary that they may be linked to various different terms and traditions.) 

The other category of salience effects in Halverson (2003) is caused by basic-level items, 

and this would include the potential universal of generalization, summarizable as ‘the 

translation using more general words, even if a more specific item is available.’ Generalization 

is usually not considered a distinct universal but has been rather seen as a sub-type of 

simplification, as in, e.g., Klaudy (2003), Blum and Levenson (1978) and Kubáčková (2008). 

This mainly stems from the observation that general words are more frequent in a language. 

Another approach to generalization might be one we see in Levý (2011), who observes that 

translators have a tendency to choose a more general word even if the TL provides them with a 

more specific one, which, however, does not have a counterpart in the SL. This would coincide 

with what is known as the ‘unique item hypothesis,’ a potential universal. Yet, it may be 

considered to also fall into the generalization category, especially because it would be caused 

by the very same effect as generalization, only with the source of influence on the side of the 

SL, not the TL. 

Last, when choosing the effect variants to operationalize for the experiment, a question 

arose regarding the difference between the simplification which ‘loses some aspect of the SL 

word’ (such as its stylistic values) and generalization. If we pick a less expressive word, are we 

not, at the same time, choosing a more general word? Regarding the content-construal 

dichotomy, both keep the content, but only choose a different construal, so this would not help 

me.13 Halverson states that it is necessary to distinguish generalization from simplification 

(because they stem from different causes), and I thus needed to separate them. I decided to 

employ the notion of facets, as explained in, e.g., Croft and Cruse (2004: 116): “facets are 

distinguishable components of a global whole, but they are not capable of being subsumed 

under [the term] hyponym.” These would cover stylistic layers of meaning. I will therefore look 

at simplification as losing a facet, while I characterize generalization by the relationship of 

hyponymy. To make the distinction most clear, I summarize hyponymy as “X is a type/kind of 

 
12 The stylistic part of this claim is specifically linked to the observations of Levý, mentioned above, on the 

“grey translationese” or the “wooden translation language” as well as to Blum and Levenson’s (1978) findings, 

but it can be generally inferred from any claims about ‘choosing a more habitual option.’ 
13 Langacker does not speak of stylistics in any way, but based on my understanding of the concepts (and e.g., 

Tabakowska (1993), see page 15 of this thesis), stylistic differences definitely belong within construal. 
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Y.” I realize this phrase is not functional in all cases (cf., e.g., Croft and Cruse 2004, chapter 

6), but it did help distinguish my examples – I find it acceptable to say that “hiking boots are a 

type of shoes” and that “rattle is a kind of noise,” but not that “a nutjob is a type of a madman.”  
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5 Experiment 

As we have noted, there are many different takes on generalization and simplification, and 

in my experiment, I wanted to cover several of them. I thus designed four different experimental 

questions based on different variants of simplification and generalization. These can be 

described in the most straightforward manner as follows (making use of Chesterman’s (2004) 

S-vs-T-universals classification): 

1. ‘S-generalization’ = losing some aspects of meaning of the SL word 

(hypo/hyperonymy) 

2. ‘T-generalization’ = using a more general word in accordance with the SL, where the 

TL offers a more specific equivalent (used more naturally in the TL) 

3. ‘the losing simplification’ / nivelization14 = losing a facet of meaning of the SL word 

(losing expressivity)  

4. ‘the prevalence simplification’ = keeping the stylistic features of the SL word but 

choosing the most salient translation equivalent instead of a more unusual one 

The names for these effects shown in parentheses have been created ad hoc, but they will 

be used in the rest of the thesis. 

5.1.1 Form of experiment 

As explained in section 4.2, I will explore salience effects on performance data, for the 

purpose of which I design my own form of experiment. I construct sentences with stimulus 

words based on networks mapped for salience centers. These sentences will be translated in a 

time constraint, which should also stimulate the occurrence of subconscious salience effects, 

giving the subjects less time to turn away from their initial ‘urge.’ Even so, the salience effect 

is likely to be hard to establish on such limited amount of data – universal tendencies might 

show up in corpora means but less likely in a small number of subjects, but the experiment is 

to be taken as a pilot probe. To help me examine the respondents’ internal thought process, I 

add reflective questions, which will quickly follow each translation, asking the respondents 

about their thought and word-choice process and providing me with additional metadata to 

better assess the results. In communication with respondents, the experiment was not referred 

to as translation, but rather as “work with Czech and English language material,” and in case of 

 
14 We will be borrowing the term “nivelization” from Czech stylistic and translation discourse for it expresses 

exactly what we need in only one word (as defined above for the purposes of this thesis). The term “stylistic 

levelling” could also be used. 
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further interest, “interlanguage transfer.” This approach was adopted in order to not pre-

establish any expectation regarding the nature of the tasks – I wanted to avoid the respondents 

imagining the experiment as ‘professional translation,’ which could have been stressful for the 

less experienced subjects and would potentially lead to focusing too much attention on 

unimportant stylistic aspects of the task (such as the ‘topic and comment’ division of the 

sentences). 

5.1.2 Material for the translation sentences  

As for the stimulus words to be tested, I planned to search the literature on simplification 

and generalization and choose examples listed there. Such examples would have already been 

noted as manifested, and this could have given me more ground to expect the words to trigger 

the translational effect again, even in a different language. This, however, turned out to be very 

difficult. Most literature on both these effects is corpus-based and does not deal with individual 

cases (and thus gives no actual examples of an L1-to-L2 transition). It instead observes large-

scale corpora, based on particular operationalizations of the phenomena (cf. one of Laviosa’s 

(1998: 8)  patterns of simplification: “The list head of a corpus of translated texts accounts for 

a larger area of the corpus.”). Other studies are often focused on individual source texts and two 

or three of their translations (a prominent genre in Czech translations studies), comparing the 

translations to the original and sometimes noticing generalization or simplification. They 

therefore do give examples, but these did not seem ideal either – these simplification and 

generalization patterns seem to be very dependent on the individual translator (they would 

appear for example in only one of the three examined translation versions), plus the translators 

and the original works chosen for this type of analysis might be chosen because of their high 

status in the literary community. To give an example, Kubáčková (2008) notices that Viktor 

Janiš, one of the most prominent current Czech literary translators from English, chose the 

semantically general chytil ‘caught’ to translate the original’s seized (in “seized her wrist”) 

instead of the more specific popadnul used as a reference variant15. These factors and the fact 

that such texts are published professionally (see chapter 3.2) beg the question if this type of 

examples is useful for this experiment. I take them as useful inspiration, but they do not provide 

a firm ground for expecting generalization or simplification effects. 

 
15 This is not to criticize Kubáčková’s work in any way, she uses this analysis in a much more complex manner 

than implied here and combines it with extensive qualitative corpus analysis. We are only commenting on the 

usefulness of the examples for this specific thesis. 
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I thus decided to search for the candidate stimuli independently. For simplification, 

especially the prevalence simplification, I searched for a category of Czech words that would 

offer a wide range of synonyms or near-synonyms so that the translator (i.e., the respondent of 

the experiment) would have a wide choice, and the salience effect would thus have more 

significance than exploring which of only, say, two variants a translator might choose. For 

nivelization, I at first hesitated to use a stimulus word referring to a person as I supposed the 

expressivity would more likely be kept (as if I used the words the old hag and expected the 

translator to rework it to Czech as something like ‘the old mean/ugly woman’). In the end, 

however, I did end up using a category with a human referent (madmen), which, nonetheless, 

felt likely to cause generalization; for this category, there are relevant and frequent neutral 

variants in Czech (blázen, šílenec ‘madman-non.expr’), and the category itself is not inherently 

negative. For S-generalization, I searched for a pair of a basic-level word and a more specific 

word that would not be too far apart from each other, meaning-wise. Even if when translating 

the word retriever, the word dog (the basic-level item) would pop up in the speaker’s mind first, 

I would intuitively not expect this leap to be reflected in any translation attempt, even under a 

time-constraint (unless it was used as an intentional translation strategy, which is a completely 

different situation). In this case, I took inspiration from Levý (2011: 109, emphasis added), who 

talks of an experiment he conducted with his students, letting them back-translate a text by 

Čapek. 

For “bušení mašin” [the pounding of machinery], two translators adopted “hukot” 

[roar], while the rest had “hluk”, “hřmot”, “rámus”, “rachot”, or “hlomoz” [noise, din, 

racket, row, rumble]. This means that instead of the quite distinct and vivid 

impression of the sound “bušení” ‘pounding, thumping] we have in four versions 

merely an indeterminate, vague sound. Even in cases where a specific type of sound 

is rendered – “hukot” [roar] or “rachot” [row] – this is a far less precise and vivid 

acoustic sensation than “bušení”, which directly evokes a notion of the impact of 

wheels on rails or of pistons on buffers. 

The choice of stimulus words was also restricted by the fact that the respondents were Czech 

native speakers, and I thus wanted to avoid any less-known English words that some of the 

respondents would not know without a dictionary. Within these boundaries, I searched for 

appropriate words and their potential translation equivalents, basing the expectation that such 

stimuli would elicit generalization and simplification on my personal judgment and experience 

with translating and second-language acquisition. 
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For T-generalization, I chose the pairing of hiking boots and the Czech word pohorky, 

which I as a native speaker view as the natural Czech equivalent (in a mountaineering context), 

while I see two-word units such as trekové/horské/turistické boty ‘trekking/mountain/tourist 

shoes/boots’ as secondary, introduced in the translation as a calque. However, it is possible that 

other native speakers do not feel this difference between the two units, and I therefore included 

a question regarding this difference in the experiment to evaluate the representativeness of the 

results. 

5.1.3 Stimulus sentences 

The requirements for the translation sentences were as follows: 1. The sentence or set of 

sentences should be short enough to be read and translated within 25–35 seconds. 2. It should 

contain enough context to elicit a specific image of the situation and actors and objects involved 

in it (= it should elicit proper semantic frames). 3. The stimulus word should not require 

significantly more translational attention than other words – the respondent should neither 

realize which word is to be examined nor ‘get stuck’ on any other word. Because of these 

requirements, I opted for creating the sentences myself. Both this and the fact that the 

respondents translate single sentences in an online experimental environment differentiate the 

task from translation in the professional sense, which this experiment cannot claim to represent. 

It is, however, representative of translation in the cognitive sense, i.e., of translation as an inter-

language transfer. Also, I try to bring the task closer to professional translation by adding a 

genre specification, which may simulate the task better and which gives respondents a common 

direction in which to approach the sentences. The genre given was an “amateur short story.” It 

was envisioned as naturally including the various sentences as well as implicitly instructing the 

respondents not to overstress the translation. 

I list the chosen stimulus words and sentences below, adding the effect expected when 

translating them in a time-constraint. For the prevalence simplification, I created two 

experimental tasks because I supposed both categories chosen for this testing (partners’ terms 

of endearment and vulgar expletives) were highly subjective and that although I expect somer 

results, the individual usage of the respondents could interfere with them strongly. For this 

reason, I will also consider simplification as manifested not only if the most salient variant (as 

established in advance) is chosen, but I will also count the second most salient variant.       

The candidate words (the different synonyms or near synonyms we expect as TL variants) 

were established using the Lingea and Google translate online dictionaries, an online Czech 

thesaurus (Synonyma Online Tezaurus), and Šmírbuch jazyka českého (1992). 
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Table 1 – Chosen stimulus words, constructed sentences and expected results 

Effect tested ↓ Stimulus 

word 

Constructed EN sentences Expected results Designated 

time 

S-

generalization 

rattle The train left the city early in the 

morning. Apart from the constant rattle, 

it was quite a nice ride. 

1) generalization: rattle → hluk ‘noise’ / rámus ‘racket’ = does not express 

manner and source of sound, basic level 

2) borderline case: rattle → rachot, rachocení ‘row, rumble’ = expresses 

some degree of manner and source of sound but is considered more general 

(cf. Levý 2011: 109) 

3) equivalent16 translation: drkotání / chrastění / drnčení / (chřestění / 

řinčení) = expected to be at the same level of specificity as rattle; expresses 

the manner and source of sound, although it might be hard for speakers to 

decide which of the terms is most appropriate in the context given 

30 s 

T-

generalization 

hiking boot The temperature began to lower. It was 

snowing heavily, but Jim was still warm 

in his hiking boots. 

1) generalization: boots → boty / obuv ‘shoes, boots’, i.e., in phrases such 

as trekové ‘trekking’ boty, turistické ‘tourist’ boty, sportovní ‘sports’ boty, 

boty do hor ‘mountain shoes/boots’ all of which could, however, potentially 

be seen by the respondents as a good equivalent to hiking boots in Czech 

2) equivalent translation: pohory, pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

25 s 

nivelization (old) 

nutjob 

“That old nutjob is snooping around 

again,” the bartender looked grumpily out 

of the window. 

1) simplification: nutjob → blázen / šílenec ‘madman-non.expr’ 

2) equivalent translation: nutjob → magor / cvok / pošuk / psychouš / 

mešuge / cáklej / trhlej / máklej ‘madman-expr + some more colloquial’ 

30 s 

prevalence 

simplification 1 

honey Sarah could see her boyfriend was 

uncomfortable. “If you want, honey, we 

can go home,” she whispered. 

1) simplification: choosing one of two most salient variants (candidate 

words: zlatíčko, zlato, miláčku, lásko, drahoušku, …) 

+ salience effects in reflective questions 

35 s 

prevalence 

simplification 2 

fuck Marry yet again stubbed her toe on the 

cupboard. “Fuck,” she let out and held her 

foot up. 

1) simplification: choosing one of two most salient variants (candidate 

words: do prdele, do hajzlu, kurva, do píči/do piči, krucifix) 

+ salience effects in reflective questions 

(2) nivelization: fuck → sakra / kruci / krucipísek / kurník ‘shoot, dammit’ 

25 s 

 
16 What I mean by translation equivalent here is a TL word that maintains all or nearly all of the content and construal elements of the SL word as well as all of its facets. 
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5.2 Determining the prototypes 

To substantiate my expectations and assessment of results, I needed to evaluate the salience 

of the expected variants within their category. The first method used for this is determining 

prototypicality of the TL words. This was mostly relevant for simplification, but I decided to 

test all of the five categories to explore their prototype structure and thus further support our 

predictions (making sure that there was no additional prototype effect at play).17 

The goals in determining the prototypes for the categories were the following: 

- S-generalization  

o to make sure the expected equivalents of rattle are not prototypical within their 

category 

o to see whether some of the expected equivalents were more prototypical than 

others 

o to observe the role of the basic-level hluk and rámus in the prototype testing 

- T-generalization 

o to make sure the more specific term pohor(k)y is not prototypical within its 

category 

o to observe the role of the basic-level boty 

- nivelization 

o to test whether the neutral terms blázen and šílenec are prototypical in their 

category, relatively to the expressive terms 

o  to see whether some of the expected equivalents were more prototypical than 

others 

- the prevalence simplification 

o to see which of the expected equivalents were prototypical in their category, 

relatively to others. 

5.2.1 Goodness-of-exemplar survey 

The method I chose for mapping networks for prototypicality was a GOE survey, inspired 

by Rosch18. For the purpose of the survey, we planted the tested words within broader 

 
17 Also, for partially unrelated theoretic purposes, I decided to add in and test the basic-level words. For the 

purposes of this thesis, they would be seen as salient simply because they are basic level, but the nature of basic-

level categories and prototypes may be seen as somewhat similar, and I wanted to test how basic-level items 

would be treated by subjects in the GOE rating, typically used to test for prototypes. In the categories tested, they 

may be seen as differing from the others (and two respondents of the prototype survey even remarked this) as 

they are obviously more general, yet all of them scored extremely high in the prototype rating. The arising 

theoretical debate on this finding is, however, beyond the scope of this thesis. 
18 An alteration I made was using a scale of 1–7 (with 1 being the best example and 7 the worst), which is 

typically used for the GOE rating (cf. Rosch 1977 and Cruse 2000: 132). Instead, I opted for a 1–10 scale, with 
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categories. The categories were named to reflect their meaning in the context of the stimulus 

sentences in the translation experiment, and I then extended the categories with words that I 

expected to serve as clues for the respondents to better differentiate their goodness-of-exemplar 

rating. I.e., if the respondents were only to assess the goodness of exemplar for the very similar 

words chrastění, drkotání, drnčení, řinčení, chřestění ‘different types of rattling,’ the task could 

seem confusing and boring to them. 

The survey was headlined “Nejlepší příklady kategorií” (Best examples of categories). It 

included the following categories and words (in this order), with the words of interest in bold: 

- OBUV ‘footwear, shoes’: pohorky ‘hiking boots,’ cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes,’ 

gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber rain boots,’ jehly ‘stilettos,’ kozačky ‘women’s knee-high 

boots,’ pantofle ‘slippers,’ ponožky ‘socks,’ boty shoes,’ kanady ‘combat boots,’ 

tenisky ‘sneakers,’ kopačky ‘soccer cleats,’ návleky ‘shoe covers’; 

- RUŠIVÉ / NEPŘÍJEMNÉ ZVUKY ‘distracting, unpleasant noises’: chrastění ‘rattle,’ 

řinčení ‘rattle,’ hluk ‘noise,’ smích ‘laughter,’ drnčení ‘rattle,’ rachot ‘row,’ 

chřestění ‘rattle,’ drkotání ‘rattle,’ pískání ‘whistling,’ déšť ‘rain,’ zvonění ‘ringing,’ 

křik ‘yelling,’ dunění ‘rumble, boom,’ cvrlikání ‘twittering,’ rámus ‘racket’; 

- OSLOVENÍ PARTNERA ‘partners’ terms of endearment’: zlato, zlatíčko, puso 

‘literally: kiss, mouth,’ lásko ‘love,’ cukříku ‘sugar,’ miláčku, poklade ‘lit.: treasure,’ 

drahoušku, drahý/drahá ‘dear,’ koloušku ‘lit.: fawn’; 

- PSYCHICKY NESTABILNÍ, NEPŘÍČETNÁ OSOBA ‘mentally unstable person, of 

unsound mind’: magor, cvok, blázen, vobejda ‘a strange, unkept person, hanging 

about,’ pošuk, blbec ‘idiot, dummy,’ psychouš ‘a psycho,’ (někdo) mešuge, (někdo) 

cáklej, (někdo) trhlej, (někdo) máklej, divňous ‘a strange person-expr-coll,’ šílenec, 

pako ‘dummy’; 

- UPUŠTĚNÍ PÁRY, POSTĚŽOVÁNÍ SI ‘expletives to ‘let out steam,’ to complain’: 

do háje, sakryš ‘dammit, shoot,’ do hajzlu, do prdele, kruci ‘shoot, dammit,’ kurva, 

kurník ‘shoot,’ sakra ‘shoot,’ do píči/do piči, krucifix ‘dammit,’ krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit.’ 

 
10 representing the best example. This was originally adopted to match a way I would work with the additional 

corpus data, which would be added to the survey results. However, I ended up using a different method to 

approach the corpus frequencies, and the change from Rosch thus holds no significance. 
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A major challenge in planning the survey was how to combine all the categories in it and 

explain the way to rate all of them, without being too lengthy or pushing the respondents in any 

direction and affecting their rating. This is because the categories are very different from each 

other. The first two categories (footwear and unpleasant noises) have to do with rating concepts 

(the signifié, cf. Saussure 1989), the terms of endearment and the expletives are more concerned 

with the performative aspects (with the referring terms, the signfiant, the content stays the 

same), and the mentally-unstable-people category is a combination of both (with the differences 

between, e.g., cvok and pošuk being on the level of the signifiant and the difference between 

pako and magor being more conceptual). Similar experiments I could find are typically focused 

on categories with content distinction, i.e., real-world objects, such as vegetables, birds, or 

houses, which are also the most prominent examples cited in linguistics classes. The question 

was, thus, how to formulate the rating task for other categories concerned with performance, 

and I settled on the following instructions (for the full Czech text, see appendix 1):  

“You will be given several categories and your task will be to rate which of the 

expressions is, according to you, a good or a worse example of the category.  

The rating can range between 1 and 10. Number 10 would be assigned to such word, 

that, according to you, fits the category best, is the most natural and acceptable for 

you. The rating of 1, on the other hand, is suitable for a word that is, according to you, 

not a good representative of the category and is unnatural and strange, inappropriate 

for you. 

The same rating can be given to more words. 

(To better compare the expressions, it might help if you first read the list of all the 

offered words before you get to rating.) 

To imagine the task better, somebody could, for example, rate the category of 

“Friendly greetings” as follows: 

ahoj 10, čus 9, nazdar 9, tě pic 8, dobrý den 3 ‘formal,’ zdravím Vás 1 ‘greetings-

formal,’ čest práci 1 ‘ideological greeting used during the communist regime in 

Czechoslovakia’” 

(my translation of a part of the Czech survey description) 

I assumed that stressing naturalness, appropriateness, and acceptability would guide the 

respondents in how to rate the performative (signifiant-related) categories. The survey was 

targeted at Czech native speakers of different age groups, gender, level of education, and region 
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of origin as these were the factors that I expected could affect the rating. These attributes were 

thus also inquired about.  

The survey gathered 175 valid responses (four were excluded as re-sent duplicates) and 

included people from all age groups (with the lower limit set at 14 due to the presence of swear 

words and the nature and form of the survey) as well as from all regions of the Czech Republic, 

although some were strongly underrepresented, such as Liberecký kraj with only 1 respondent 

and Olomoucký kraj with 2 respondents. It is important to note that I was not trying to collect 

a representative sample for the whole country – that would have been beyond the practical limits 

of this thesis. When launching the survey, I had already chosen two thirds of the respondents 

for the translation tasks, and they were all below 30 and from either Pilsen or Prague and the 

surrounding area. I therefore knew that the overrepresentation of these groups (which I 

expected) was not only acceptable but also convenient. People from other regions and age-

groups were, however, encouraged to respond. This was in order for me to gather data for the 

not-yet-chosen translation respondents and to provide more data to judge which of the attributes 

(age, region, etc.) affected the prototypes the most, and on what responses I should thus base 

the models for the translation respondents.  

Limits of the survey 

As mentioned, prototypicality and goodness-of-exemplar are usually tested for categories 

with members with varying content (rather than varying construal – stylistics, pragmatics, etc.). 

I therefore focused on explaining how to rate the other, performance-related categories. This 

surprisingly turned out to be slightly problematic, specifically in the case of the category of 

footwear, which I expected to require the least amount of effort (as it is a category type that is 

‘typically tested’). 

First, although the respondents had no problem differentiating the other categories with 

different 1–10 ratings for various words, a lot of them appeared to have a problem with 

performing this task for the footwear category; in a few cases, there was an obvious pattern in 

this task, such as one person rating the synonym of footwear (boty ‘shoes’) a 10, anything that 

was a type of shoes a 5, and anything that was not usually considered footwear (socks and shoe 

covers) a 1. A few people also gave nearly everything a 10 rating, and one person sent in an 

unexpected set of ratings of all 10s (even for socks and shoe covers), except for stilettos and 

hiking boots. This is notable because these respondents, again, had no problem differentiating 

in other categories, applying some observable logic, and the responses were thus seemingly not 
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a result of indolence and lack of effort. One respondent remarked that “something either is a 

shoe, or it’s not,” and hence did not know how to differentiate them, while for other categories, 

the same respondent had no significant problems. Another person also asked how to approach 

the footwear category; this respondent understood the example of friendly greetings but felt the 

footwear was very different and did not know how to apply the instructions to it. Footwear was 

actually mentioned in the very beginning of the survey as an example, but it seems by the time 

the respondents got to it, they focused more on the greetings example. 

I suppose this stems from the instructions focusing on the best examples being natural, 

appropriate, and acceptable, which is easily applicable to expletives, but is admittedly not the 

best instruction for footwear. If I were to reformulate the survey, I would further develop the 

suitable instructions for footwear, probably also working with the guide term ‘typical.’ I would 

also add a category similar to footwear along the example of friendly greetings, something that 

people would normally without deeper though also see as a binary yes/no category, such as 

birds. (With the category of unpleasant noises, there seemed to be no problem, and I perceive 

this as connected to the binarity). 

Another potential limitation of the survey may be connected to another question posed by 

one respondent: for the performative categories, should they base their rating more on their own 

usage or rather on what others use (meaning a good example would be something they would 

personally never use)? This is a very relevant question. The survey instruction asked for what 

was natural, acceptable, and appropriate according to the respondent, not for the respondent, 

and this vagueness was intentional. Based on literature on prototypes, I assume that 

prototypicality for a person is actually a combination of both external experience and personal 

usage, and I thus expected these effects would either combine in the rating (as they would, more 

subconsciously, combine for the content categories such as footwear), or the person would base 

their judgement more on their personal usage, both of which would be relevant for my 

experiment. It is true, however, that different respondents could have approached the 

performative categories differently, focusing on different motivations. Yet, I still believe the 

survey results are usable and useful, especially because I expect that in translation, the external 

experience might play a stronger role than personal usage, being endorsed by both frequency 

of encounter and frequency of encounter as a translation equivalent (connectivity). It thus might 

not matter that some could have based their rating more externally. However, in retrospect, I 

would have made the performance-categories rating more explicitly personal so that all 
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respondents would more likely approach the task in the same manner, while the corpus 

frequencies would serve as the external counterparts. 

The results 

The overall results are very interesting to observe, but only a small portion of them is 

relevant to this thesis. As a matter of interest, however, I will make averages for all of the words 

tested and include them in the tables below, although I will not be continuing the analysis 

(adding corpus frequencies) for the irrelevant words. The statistics regarding the respondents 

and all their answers can be found in the appendices . 

The results here are not yet personalized, and have some categories overrepresented 

(especially women, the Pilsen and Prague region, and the age-group of 20–29) – they serve to 

illustrate the outcome of the survey.  

5.2.2 Corpus frequencies 

The tables also include the second and third method  used to determine salience: corpus 

frequencies. One method evaluates entrenchment by counting frequencies of the Czech word 

in the corpus syn2015, which is a “representative corpus of contemporary written Czech 

published in December 2015” (Křen 2020) containing over 100 million tokens. 

The third method we apply is connected to Halverson’s notion of connectivity: using the 

parallel corpora InterCorp English and InterCorp Czech, we looked for the frequency of the 

Czech word being used a translation equivalent for the stimulus. The three parameters are 

combined to form the mean salience of the word – it will be counted as the mean of the sum of 

parameter 1 and 2, including 3 as a sort of additional parameter – except for Tab. 4 and 6 (honey; 

fuck), we add only a half of the ranking since the frequencies in InterCorp are very low and are 

therefore not representative enough. The overall salience here is, again, illustrative. The final 

assessment of the experiment was based on a model assigned to each respondent (see Appendix 

3) based on their age, gender, and wide region of origin (i.e., Moravia and Silesia vs. Bohemia) 

– these parameters proved most relevant after examining the survey results. 

Because of the shortcomings of the experiment (discussed in 5.4), I encountered variants in 

the translation task which I had not tested in the GOE survey. If these were in a relevant position 

in the experiment, I decided to at least evaluate their salience based on the two corpus criteria. 

These words are marked in grey. 
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Tab. 2–6: Illustrative overall results (not yet personalized, with some categories 

overrepresented) 

Table 2 – OBUV ‘footwear’ illustrative results 

Averages of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words (counting 

lemma occurrences) 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. boty ‘shoes’ 9.3 

2. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 

8.4 

3. kozačky ‘women’s 

knee-high boots’ 7.5 

4. pohorky ‘hiking 

boots’ 7.1 

5. pantofle ‘slippers’ 

6.9 

6. kanady ‘combat 

boots’ 6.1 

7. gumovky/gumáky 

‘rubber rain boots’ 6 

8. kopačky ‘soccer 

cleats’ 5.8 

9. cvičky ‘gymnastic 

shoes’ 5.6 

10. jehly ‘stilettos’ 4.4 

11. ponožky ‘socks’ 2.4 

12.  návleky ‘shoe 

covers’ 1.8 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1 

2. pohor(k)y 2.8 
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Table 3 – RUŠIVÉ / NEPŘÍJEMNÉ ZVUKY ‘distracting, unpleasant noises’ illustrative results 

Average 

prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of tested 

words (counting lemma 

occurrences) 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 8.9 

2. hluk ‘noise’ 8.3 

3. křik ‘yelling’ 8.2 

4. rachot ‘row’ 8.16 

5. řinčení ‘rattle’ 7.4 

6. drnčení ‘rattle’ 6.6 

7. pískání ‘whistling’ 

6.5 

8. dunění ‘rumble, 

boom’ 6.2 

9. chrastění ‘rattle’ 

6.1 

10. chřestění ‘rattle’ 

5.9 

11. zvonění ‘ringing’ 

5.7 

12. drkotání ‘rattle’ 

4.9 

13. smích ‘laughter’ 

3.7 

14. cvrlikání 

‘twittering’ 3.4 

15. déšť ‘rain’ 2.5 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

 

Words respondents chose 

as translation or first 

synonym but which I see as 

too semantically different19: 

klepání 313 

cinkání 250 

třes 185 

mlácení 87 

třesení 26 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

5. rámus 1 

5.   drnčení 1 

5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

 6.  hlomoz 0 

 6.  drncání 0 

 6.  kodrcání 0 

 

 

 

 

 

 

cinkání 4 

klepání 0 

třes 0 

třesení 0 

mlácení 0 

1. hluk20 2.4 

2. rachot 2.6 

2.   rámus 2.6 

3.   řinčení 4.4 

4.   drnčení 5.4 

5.   hlomoz21 5.5 

6.   chrastění 6.4 

7.   drncání 7.3 

9.   drkotání 8.2 

9.   chřestění 8.2 

10. kodrcání 9.3 

 

  

 
19 At least relatively to the expected options. 
20 Rank 1 + rank 2 + half of rank 3, divided by two and a half. 
21 Rank 2 + half of rank 3, divided by one and a half. 
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Table 4 – OSLOVENÍ PARTNERA ‘partners’ terms of endearment’ illustrative results 

Average 

prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words (counting 

word occurrences) 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. lásko ‘love’ 8.1 

2. miláčku 8 

3. zlato 7.4 

4. zlatíčko 6.2 

5. drahý/drahá 

‘dear’ 6.1 

6. drahoušku 5.3 

7. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 4.7 

8. puso 3.6 

9. cukříku ‘sugar’ 

2.3 

10. koloušku 

‘literally: fawn’ 

2.1 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato22 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý23 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

 

 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

9. čumáčku 0 

10. miláčku24 1.7 

11. zlato 2.7 

12. lásko 2.7  

13. zlatíčko 4 

14. drahoušku 4.3 

15. drahý 6.3 

16. broučku25 6.5  

17. brouku 7.5 

18. čumáčku 9 

 

  

 
22 Searching for zlato had to be partially done manually since in Czech, the word is homonymous with gold, and 

its vocative form is the same as its nominative, and the syn2015 morphological filter thus falsely did not show 

any vocative results for zlato at all. I therefore searched for all occurrences of the word with interpunction in its -

1 and +1 context, and then manually picked the occurrences with the correct meaning, coming to this number. 

Due to this method, some instances might have been left out (those without interpunction next to it), and the 

actual frequency might thus be a bit higher. 
23 Hand-picked correct meanings, similarly to note 25. 
24 Rank 1 + rank 2 + rank 3, divided by three. 
25 Rank 2 + rank 3, divided by two. 
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Table 5 – PSYCHICKY NESTABILNÍ, NEPŘÍČETNÁ OSOBA ‘mentally unstable person, of unsound mind’ illustrative 
results 

Average 

prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words (counting 

lemma occurrences, for 

the adjectives also 

counting other than 

attribute occurrences) 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent 

InterCorp 

English and 

InterCorp 

Czech26 

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. blázen 8.4 

2. magor 7.9 

3. cvok 7.6 

4. šílenec 7.4 

5. psychouš 5.9 

6. pošuk 5.6 

7. (někdo) mešuge 

5.19 

8. (někdo) cáklej 

5.18 

9. (někdo) trhlej 4.8 

10. blbec ‘idiot, 

dummy’ 4.5 

11. (někdo) máklej 

4.47 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 4 

13. divňous ‘a strange 

person-expr-coll’ 

2.4 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

unkept person, 

hanging about’ 2.1 

 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej27 7  

11. vobejda 5 

12. prdlouš 1 

 

Words respondents 

chose as translation or 

1st synonym but which 

I see as too 

semantically different: 

idiot 1135 

trouba28 341 

blbeček 264 

kretén 408 

debil 427 

mamlas 37 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

1. blázen29 1.2 

2. magor 2.6 

3. cvok 3 

4. šílenec 3.2 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 6.8 

7. mešuge 7 

8. trhlej 7.4 

9. cáklej 7.8 

10. máklej 9.8 

11. prdlouš30 10.3 

12. vobejda 11.4 

 

  

 
26 Due to low frequency of the English word, I add the translations for ‘nutcase” and ‘nutter.’ 
27  Counting máklá, máklej, and máklý. 
28 Masculine 
29 Rank 1 + rank 2 + rank 3, divided by two and a half. 
30 Rank 2 + rank 3, divided by one and a half. 
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Table 6 – UPUŠTĚNÍ PÁRY, POSTĚŽOVÁNÍ SI ‘expletives to ‘let out steam,’ to complain’ illustrative results 

Average 

prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies 

of tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp 

Overall salience of 

tested words – Non-

nivelized words 

1. do prdele 8.3 

2. sakra ‘shoot’ 7.8 

3. do háje 7.6 

4. kurva 7.3 

5. do hajzlu 7 

6. do píči/do piči 6.5 

7. kruci ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 6.2 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, 

shoot’ 5.5 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 5.1 

10. krucifix 

‘dammit’ 4.4 

11. krucipísek 

‘shoot, dammit’ 3.8 

1. kurva31 1303 

2. do prdele 80932 

3. do háje 21333 

4. do hajzlu 14634 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 

2635 

7. krucifix 1636 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

krucipísek 20 

kurník37 6 

 

 

1. kurva 4 244 

2. do prdele 775 

3. do hajzlu 278 

4. do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6. do prčic 8 

7. krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

 

 

1. do prdele38 1.7 

2. kurva 2 

3. do háje 3.7 

4. do hajzlu 4 

5. do píči/do piči 5 

6. do prčic 395.5 

7. krucifix 8 

 

 

 

  

 
31 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
32 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
33 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
34 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
35 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
36 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
37 Hand-picked correct expletive meanings 
38 Rank 1 + rank 2 + rank 3, divided by three. 
39 Rank 2 + rank 3, divided by two. 
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5.3 Translation experiment 

5.3.1 Choice of respondents 

I wanted to explore a possible correlation between translation experience and the 

(non)manifestation of the expected patterns, and I thus divided respondents into three groups, 

each of them containing 5 people. I used such a small sample size because the experiment 

included qualitative questions, which would be hard to assess for more respondents. The groups 

are balanced in terms of genders, further specificities can be found in the appendices (App. 3). 

Group 1 consisted of casual English users / ‘amateurs’: these respondents have a very 

high level of English (a CEFR level C1 or higher, based on a certificate or a substantiated, 

knowledgeable self-assessment and my personal judgment). They spend a significant part of 

their free time or studies in English but have no (or very little) experience with translation. To 

strengthen the referential position of this group, I excluded students of linguistic or philological 

programs, who would be questionable as casual users, having to some degree attained a meta-

view of language. 

Group two consisted of students of translation: this group was characterized by “some” 

experience with translation as all these respondents were 3rd-year bachelor students of the 

university program English for intercultural communication at Charles University, and they 

have not yet pursued translation outside the university setting. 

Group three consisted of professional translators: these respondents all had years of 

professional experience in translation, 2 of them focusing on literary and 3 on commercial 

translation.  

5.3.2 Tasks 

The experiment itself took place in an online environment. The first part was organizational, 

asking the respondents for their personal information, the second part included time-constrained 

translation, immediately followed by reflective questions (e.g., if they know the stimulus word, 

if they can remember any option occurring to them before the one finally used in the translation, 

what synonyms are usable in the same context, if they would change their translation, or, finally, 

if the respondents understand the word with its relevant quality, e.g., expressivity or specificity). 

(See the appendices for the full text). The questions were in Czech so that English would 

primarily be activated during the short time of the translation task. 
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5.3.3 Results 

The results of the translation experiment are summarized into tables. If the respondent noted a first occurred option other than the one used in 

translation, I added it into the list, if not, I noted the translation option as the first occurrence. 

S-generalization: rattle 

Name Group Knew 

the EN 

word 

Feels 

specificity 

First 

occurred 

Translation Generalization Synonym1 Syn2 Syn3 Syn=more 

specific 

If Gen, would 

change / 

changed 

PH 1 YES YES x cinkání NO třesení 
  

same 
 

TM 3 YES YES rachot rachot YES-bordeline lomoz bouchání řinčení YES NO 

MB 2 YES YES třesení třesení NO drncání 
  

same 
 

KŽ 1 no, but 
deduced 

YES kodrcání hluk YES kodrcání drncání 
 

YES YES 

Note ad KŽ: A more specific item occurred to her first, but this was outside the ‘noise’ category. I interpret this in a way that when she realized the correct 

meaning, the general word appeared first, and I hence count it as generalization. (Especially because the item that was eventually chosen is closer to the 
noise category.) 

IV 3 YES YES (rachtání) 

rachtal 

(rachtání) 

rachtal 

NO (klepání) 

klepal 
sebou 

(třes) třásl se same 
 

AK 2 YES YES drnčení drnčení NO drncání řinčení 
 

same 
 

MG 2 YES YES hluk, 

rámus 

hlomoz YES kodrcání rachocení 
 

YES YES 

VE 3 YES YES rachocení rachocení NO drncání rachtání škvrkání same 
 

JK 2 YES YES klepání klepání NO třes poskakování same 
 

IŠ 2 no, but 

deduced 

YES hluk hluk YES lomoz drncání 
 

YES NO 

Note ad IŠ: Possibly would not change because she was unsure of the meaning. 

VB 3 YES YES řinčení drncání NO rachot 
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JB 1 YES YES třes třes NO klepání drnčení 
 

same 
 

VS 1 YES YES mlácení hluk YES bouchání chrastění 
 

YES YES 

Note: A more specific item occurred to him first, but this was outside the ‘noise’ category (or at least its prototypical meaning). I interpret this in a way that 

when he realized the correct meaning, the general word appeared first, and I hence count it as generalization. (Especially because the item that was 

eventually chosen is within the noise category.) 

HD 3 YES YES rachocení rachocení YES-bordeline vrzání drkotání hrkání YES YES 

VH 1 YES YES hluk hluk YES kravál rachot 
 

YES/same NO 

 

In this first task, seven out 15 respondents (46.7 %) showed expected generalization. Three of them from group 1, two from group 2, two from 

group 3. Out of these seven, four would choose a more specific item. 

T-generalization: pohorky 

Name Group Knew 

the EN 

word 

First 

occurred 

Translation Generalization Synonym1 Syn2 Syn = 

pohorky 

If Gen, would 

change/changed 

Naturalness of 

pohorky 

PH 1 YES pohorky pohorky NO boty na túru 
  

Pohorky = more 

informal 

TM 3 YES boty boty YES trekové boty NO YES Pohorky = more 

informal 

Note ad TM: She did not suggest pohorky at all and feels that the words are interchangeable (except for their formality), but in her first attempt, she only 

came up with boty, ‘shoes,’ which she chose to replace with trekové boty. I count this as an occurrence of S-generalization. 

MB 2 no, but 

deduced 

pohorky pohorky NO turistická obuv 
  

Pohorky = more 

natural 

KŽ 1 YES boty 
(trekové) 

boty YES turistické boty NO 
 

Pohorky = more 
informal 

IV 3 YES boty (na 

chození) 

pohorky YES 
  

YES 
 

Pohorky = more 

natural 

AK 2 YES pohorky pohorky NO turistické boty 
  

Pohorky = more 

natural 
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MG 2 YES pohorky pohorky NO 
    

Pohorky = more 

natural 

VE 3 YES pohorky pohorky NO trekové boty 
  

Pohorky = more 

natural 

JK 2 YES boty 

(horské) 

pohorky YES 
  

YES YES Pohorky = more 

informal 

IŠ 2 YES boty boty YES turistické 

boty 

pohorky YES NO Pohorky = more 

informal 

VB 3 YES pohorky pohorky NO sněhule 
   

Pohorky = more 

informal 

JB 1 YES boty boty YES pohory 
 

YES YES Pohorky = more 

natural 

VS 1 YES pohorky pohorky NO 
    

Both variants = 

same 

HD 3 YES boty 

(turistické) 

boty 

(turistické) 

YES pohorky 
 

YES NO Both variants = 

same 

VH 1 YES boty 

(trekové) 

boty 

(trekové) 

YES 
 

NO 
 

Pohorky = more 

informal 

 

In this generalization-inducing task, eight out of 15 respondents (53.4 %) did show the expected effect (three from group 1, two from group 2, 

three from group 3). However, the only true example of T-gen might be IV and JB, who reported first thinking of boty and simultaneously believe 

pohorky are more natural in Czech.  
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Nivelization: nutjob 

Nam

e 

Grou

p 

Knew 

EN 

word 

Feels 

expressivity 

First 

occurred 
Translation Simplificatio

n 

Syn1 Syn2 Syn3 If Simpl, would change / 

changed 

PH 1 YES YES magor magor NO blázen pomatenec 
 

TM 3 YES YES blázen blázen YES prdlouš poděs cvok NO 

MB 2 YES YES blázen blázen YES magor šílenec 
 

NO 

KŽ 1 YES YES blázen blázen YES pomatenec 
 

NO 

Note ad KŽ: Cases like this where the respondent would not change their translation although it is simplified / generalized may stem from their potential 

dissatisfaction with the synonyms provided (i.e., they did not think of anything natural and appropriate enough). This is, of course, speculation. 

IV 3 YES YES šílenec blázen YES idiot 
  

YES 

Note ad IV: Very importantly for this thesis, the respondent added a comment that she would change her translation because she feels hers is not expressive 

enough, but that she cannot momentarily think of a proper, expressive equivalent. 

AK 2 YES YES blázen blázen YES magor cvok 
 

YES 

MG 2 YES YES cvok cvok NO blázen 
   

Note ad MG: Curiously, this respondent noted she would change her initial more expressive variant to blázen ‘non-expr.’ I would speculate this is because 

she used a standard adjectival form and felt blázen to be more appropriate (i.e., “Ten starý blázen” is more stylistically homogenous than “Ten starý cvok”). 

VE 3 YES YES pošuk pošuk NO vobejda magor 
  

JK 2 YES YES blázen blázen YES šílenec magor 
 

NO 

IŠ 2 NO x x x x x x 
  

VB 3 YES YES blázen blázen YES šílenec cvok 
 

NO 

JB 1 YES YES debil mamlas NO kretén vobšourní

k 

píčus YES (would change mamlas 

‘non-vulgar’ to kretén” 

‘vulgar’) 

VS 1 YES YES šílenec cvok YES blázen pomatenec YES 

HD 3 no, but 

deduced 

YES trouba trouba NO blbeček prosťáček hlupák 
 

VH 1 YES YES blázen blázen YES cvok 
  

NO 
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In the nivelization task, nine out of 14 respondents (64 %) showed the expected effect (three from group 1, three from group 2, three from 

group 3). However, only a third of these respondents would change their equivalent to a more expressive one. 

Prevalence simplification 1: honey 

Nam

e 

Grou

p 

Kne

w 

First 

occurre

d 

Translatio

n 

Syn1 Syn2 Syn3 Other 

than first 

occurrenc

e = more 

natural 

Other 

than first 

occurrenc

e = 

perceived 

as most 

frequent  

Simplificatio

n in first 

occurrence 

Would 

change 

/ 

change

d 

Model 1 

and 2 

salience 

PH 1 YES miláčku miláčku lásko zlato zlatíčko x x YES 
 

1. 

miláčku, 
2. zlato 

TM 3 YES miláčku, 

broučku 

zlato broučku čumáčk

u 

 
x x YES YES 1. 

miláčku, 

2. 
zlato/lásk

o 

MB 2 YES brouku brouku broučku miláčku 
 

YES x NO YES 1. 

miláčku, 
2. zlato 

KŽ 1 YES zlato zlato broučku miláčku 
 

x x yes 
 

1. 

miláčku, 
2. 

zlato/lásk

o 

IV 3 YES miláčku zlato drahý lásko 
 

YES x YES YES 1. 
miláčku, 

2. 

zlato/lásk
o 

AK 2 YES miláčku zlato lásko 
  

YES (not 

the one 

x x YES 1. 

miláčku, 
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used in 

translation) 

2. 

zlato/lásk
o 

MG 2 YES miláčku miláčku zlato drahoušku x x YES 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. 
zlato/lásk

o 

VE 3 YES miláčku miláčku broučku zlato lásko YES x YES YES 1. 
miláčku, 

2. 

zlato/lásk

o 

JK 2 YES zlatíčko zlatíčko lásko zlato 
 

x x NO 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. zlato 

IŠ 2 YES miláčku lásko 
   

YES (not 
the one 

used in 

translation) 

x YES YES 1. 
miláčku, 

2. zlato 

VB 3 YES zlato zlato drahoušk

u 

miláčku 
 

x x yes 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. 

zlato/lásk
o 

JB 1 YES miláčku x zlato 
  

x x YES 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. zlato 

VS 1 YES miláčku miláčku zlato 
  

x x YES 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. zlato 

HD 3 YES miláčku miláčku zlato broučku 
 

YES x YES 
 

1. 

miláčku, 

2. zlato 

VH 1 YES zlato zlato 
   

YES x yes 
 

1. 
miláčku, 
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2. 

zlato/lásk
o 

 

In the first prevalence simplification task, 13 out of 15 respondents (86.7 %) showed the expected simplification effect (five from group 1, three 

from group 2, five from group 3). 

Prevalence simplification 2: fuck 

Name Group Knew First 

occured 

Translation Syn1 Syn2 Syn3 If non-

vulgar, 

reason 

Other 

than 

first 

occur. 

= more 

natural 

Other 

than fisrt 

occur. = 

perceived 

as most 

frequent  

Simplification 

in first 

occurence 

Would 

change / 

changed 

Model words 

with 1 and 2 

salience 

PH 1 YES kurva kurva do 

prdele 

do píči 
  

x x YES 
 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

TM 3 YES do 

prdele, 

do háje 

kurva sakra do píči 
  

x x YES 
 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

(2. do 

háje/do 

hajzlu) 

MB 2 YES kurva kurva do 

prdele 

do hajzlu 
  

YES x YES 
 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

KŽ 1 YES kurva do prdele do háje sakra 
  

x x YES yes 1. do 

prdele/kurva 

IV 3 YES kurva kurva do 

prdele 

do hajzlu kurník 
 

x x YES 
 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

(2. do 

háje/do 

hajzlu) 

AK 2 YES do prdele do prdele sakra kurva 
  

YES x YES 
 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

MG 2 YES sakra sakra do 

prdele 

do hajzlu 
 

experiment 

context 

YES x YES + 

nivelization 

yes, to 

more 

express. 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 
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VE 3 YES kurva kurva do 

prdele 

sakra kurvafix 
 

x x YES 
 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

(2. do 

hajzlu) 

JK 2 YES kurva do prdele sakra zatraceně 
  

x x YES 
 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

IŠ 2 YES sakra sakra do 

prčic 

do prdele kurňa occurred 

first 

YES YES nivelization  1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

Note ad IŠ: the respondent added the information that she herself does not swear and rather uses idiolectic expletives, and I conclude from that that her initial 
reaction does not stem directly from individual usage nor from external usage frequency because she perceives other variants than her initial ones as more 

frequent. 
VB 3 YES sakra kurva do 

prdele 

kurvadrát 
  

x x YES + 

nivelization 

yes, to 

more 

express. 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

(2. do 

hajzlu) 

JB 1 YES do prdele do prdele do píči kurva kurvafix 
 

x x YES 
 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

VS 1 YES kurva kurva sakra kruci 
    

YES 
 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

HD 3 YES sakra sakra do 

prdele 

zatraceně do háje occurred 

first 

x x nivelization yes, to 

more 

express. 

1. do prdele, 

2. kurva 

VH 1 YES kurva kurva 
    

x x YES 
 

1. do 

prdele/kurva 

 

All the respondents either showed prevalence simplification or were drawn to a nivelized sakra, which is more frequent than any vulgar variant 

in the syn2015 corpus and was rated very high for prototypicality. 
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5.4 Discussion 

The expected results showed in both of the prevalence simplification tasks: in terms of 

endearment in 86.6 %, in expletives in all cases. In the expletives task, some respondents also 

showed nivelization, which can be regarded as caused by the same effect, a pull from a highly 

salient category member. In nivelization, a majority (64 %) of respondents showed the expected 

effect, and for S-generalization, 46.7 % of respondents showed the effect. 

The T-generalization task was, as mentioned, dependent on the respondents’ agreeing with 

the presupposition that pohorky was the more natural variant in Czech, but most respondents 

actually viewed both options as equivalent, except for their formality. I therefore cannot 

conclude anything from this task. However, questions about the observed aspect of the stimulus 

(expressivity, specificity, naturalness) came at the very end of the task so that the idea would 

not interfere with the respondents’ choice. It might be the case that this way, the word pohorky 

did not occur to some respondents at all until this question. The experiment therefore may not 

have obtained representative data for the question if the subject would choose a different 

translation equivalent, given the time to think. I see it as very likely that if all respondents had 

realized the option of pohorky when encountering the question about keeping/changing their 

translation choice, many of them would have prefered that option. (One respondent noted this 

after completing the experiment.) 

Interestingly, no correlation between the respondents’ level of translation experience and 

the occurrence of the simplifying/generalizing tendencies was found. 

Overall, the experiment can be viewed as informative in two ways: 

1) It supports Halverson’s (2003) application of the notion of salience to the process of 

translation and supports the hypotheses about what encourages cognitive salience. Although 

the support for nivelization and S-generalization may seem low, I again point to the small 

amount of data, due to which I see the occurrence of the phenomena in 64 % and 46.7 % of 

cases as significant. Further support should be provided in studies based on larger data samples. 

2) It encourages the use of a similarly structured experiment on the translation process, its 

cognitive basis, and translation-universal explanatory hypotheses. Among other things, it shows 

that with a short delay, many respondents are able to reflect on their thought process, even if 

their decisions must have happened very fast. I would only add that in further research, I suggest 

the two phases of the experiment may be switched. In the order chosen here, I tested only the 

words I expected to appear in the contexts depicted in the stimulus sentences, and although this 
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was not unjustified, it did not account for all variants encountered in the translation tasks. If the 

survey was carried out after the translations, it could have included all of the items encountered 

and assess their prototypicality. 

Additionally, some noteworthy patterns were observed in the reflective questions. First, 

many respondents who chose a ‘non-equivalent’ translation (not on the same level of 

expressivity or specificity as the stimulus) stated their translation was “sufficient.” I still see 

this as a confirmation of the hypothesized salience effects, especially considering the tight time 

limit – I suppose that if the respondents had thought of any more expressive equivalent, they 

would have put it in. It calls into question, however, the implicit negative nature of universals. 

Simplification and generalization are often, in line with the prescriptive tradition, seen as 

undesirable, lowering the quality of the texts. Yet the results here imply that the respondents 

themselves might not see generalization and simplification as an inherently negative event, even 

in cases where there is not enough time to think about the translation, and we would therefore 

not, at first sight, call it a translation ‘strategy.’ 

Also, the experiment found a correlation between the occurrence of pohorky and the feeling 

that it is the more ‘natural’ option in Czech: six out of 10 people who thought of pohorky felt it 

was more natural (four felt it was equally natural, some of them adding it is less formal), and 

more importantly, six out of seven people to whom it appeared first felt this way. This would 

support the idea of entrenchment since those who feel the item is more natural are likely to use 

it more often, which would then strengthen the position of the natural item in their bilingual 

memory. 

The other observable pattern is that in simplification, the first occurrence in translation 

seems to be more strongly influenced by the position of the variant as a frequent translation 

equivalent, rather than prototypicality within the TL category. This can be seen in the honey 

translation, where no respondent first thought of lásko, the variant assessed as prototypical for 

all the respondents, and the position of zlato (the by-far strongest translation correlate of honey) 

is very strong in the results, often being chosen as the equivalent even after the first occurrence 

of miláčku. Also, seven out of 15 respondents claimed that they would not themselves naturally 

use the variant they put in their translation. A similar pattern can be seen in the expletives 

translation, where the strongest translation correlate of fuck (kurva, the prototype ranking of 

which was at the 3rd and 4th position) occurred 8 times as the first option, while the most 

prototypical do prdele occurred only three times. This would support the importance of what 

Halverson (2017: 14) calls connectivity, and it also gives an interesting insight into the 
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difference between the activation of memory for monolingual tasks and for translation. I would 

suggest to further research this via, for example, a comparison of a subject’s behavior in 

monolingual (L1 or L2) tasks and in translation. Based on my experiment, I would expect that 

these would differ. 
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6 Conclusion 

This thesis first summarized the relevant points in the history of translation studies, reaching 

the current interdisciplinarity, from which I focused on the collaboration of translation studies 

and cognitive linguistics, and the question of translation universals. These were then also briefly 

explained, including the shortcomings of the concept. Among explanatory hypotheses for the 

universals, Halverson’s (2003, 2017) “gravitational pull” hypothesis was chosen as the basis of 

this thesis. The hypothesis was discussed in detail, and then taken as a starting point for the 

design of a pilot experiment to test it. I explained its grounding in various concepts, mainly 

from cognitive linguistics, and described its form. First, using the GOE rating, I let Czech native 

speakers evaluate prototypicality of words serving as stimuli in the second part of the 

experiment. The survey results were combined with frequencies from Czech and Czech-and-

English parallel corpora to serve as the basis for my expectations in the translation task. This 

task had the form of an online survey with turns of time-constrained translations and reflective 

question. The expected results were observed in the majority of responses for three tasks, for 

one, the effects showed in 46.7 % (which I still view as supportive of the hypothesis), and one 

task was excluded as unrepresentative based on the answers to the reflective questions, which 

challenged its relevance. It was concluded that the results support Halverson’s 2003 hypothesis 

as well as the assumed structure of bilingual linguistic and conceptual memory. 

Apart from this, I identified patterns that highlight: 

1) the role of connectivity (rather than prototypicality and L1 entrenchment) in the 

activation of memory for translation using a TL network containing many ‘equivalent’ variants 

(what I call the “prevalence simplification”), 

2) the role of entrenchment for the translation of unique items.  

Also, the inherent negativity of simplification and generalization as patterns lowering the 

quality of translation was questioned, at least on the part of translators, based on many 

respondents evaluating their ‘nonequivalent’ translation as “sufficient.” No correlation was 

found between the respondents’ level of translation experiment and the 

simplifying/generalizing tendencies. 

The results suggest that the direction proposed by this pilot study is worthy of further 

research with larger data samples. The format of the translation experiment seems to stimulate 

simplification and generalization, and the three-way assessment of salience gives an 
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opportunity to explore the strength of each of the salience influences. However, future studies 

should first carry out the translation task and subsequently test the salience of the words 

encountered. Some adjustments should also be made to the text of the GOE survey to unify the 

approach of the respondents and to better guide them in problematic categories. I also propose 

further exploration of the importance of connectivity which showed in the translation 

experiment. The data obtained here suggest that the activation of linguistic memory may differ 

in monolingual and bilingual tasks, in which it would be strongly influenced by connectivity.  
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Appendices 

1. Full text of the prototype survey 

Nejlepší příklady kategorií 

Vážená paní, vážený pane, 

jmenuji se Tereza Sloupová a momentálně pracuji na své bakalářské práci z oboru Obecná 

lingvistika na Filozofické fakultě Univerzity Karlovy. Pro tento dotazník sháním rodilé 

mluvčí češtiny různého věku, vzdělání a pohlaví. Odpovědi mi budou sloužit jako podklad pro 

experiment, který budu dál pro bakalářskou práci provádět. 

Budu velice vděčná, pokud se budete této první fáze výzkumu účastnit, nemělo by to 

zabrat více než 15 minut. Pokud budete mít nějaké dotazy (nebo si nebudete vědět s 

vyplněním rady), můžete se na mě obrátit na e-mailu [XY]. 

První část je čistě organizační, vyplňte v ní prosím osobní a další údaje.  

- Vaše kontaktní údaje budou sloužit pouze k tomu, aby se mi lépe zpracovávaly a 

spravovaly odpovědi, v práci se nevyskytnou (maximálně iniciály jména).  

- Další údaje jako věk či místo původu jsou pro práci důležité a vyskytnou se při popisu 

výsledků, opět ale budou propojeny maximálně s iniciálami. 

V druhé části budete určovat, která slova Vám připadají jako přirozenější, lepší příklady 

nějaké kategorie (např.: zda jsou lepším příkladem obuvi kozačky, nebo pantofle). Zadání 

Vám ještě blíže vysvětlím. 

(Pozn.: Budete hodnotit i sprostá slova, pokud by Vám to bylo nepříjemné, nemusíte tento 

úkol vyplňovat, budu ale ráda, pokud se vyjádříte i k nim.) Celkem budete hodnotit pět 

kategorií. 

Pokud nějaké slovo neznáte (nevíte, co znamená), nehodnoťte ho, prosím. 

Jste připraven/a pustit se do výzkumu? 

--- 

Osobní a kontaktní údaje 

Jméno*: 

-- 

Věk*: 

14-19 

20-29 

30-39 

40-55 

55-65 

65+ 
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-- 

Kraj, ze kterého pocházíte*: 

-- 

Nejvyšší dosažené vzdělání*: 

ZŠ 

SŠ 

VŠ/VOŠ 

-- 

Pohlaví (gender): 

muž 

žena 

-- 

Pokud si přejete, abychom Vám poslali bližší informace o tom, k čemu Vaše odpovědi 

použijeme a jaké jsou celkové výsledky práce, uveďte prosím svůj e-mail: 

-- 

Souhlasíte s tím, aby byly výsledky tohoto experimentu použity i v případných dalších 

navazujících pracích (ve stejně anonymizované formě)?* 

ANO 

NE 

---- 

Určování nejlepších příkladů 

Teď přistoupíme k samotnému průzkumu.  

Postupně dostanete několik kategorií a Vaším úkolem bude ohodnotit, který výraz je podle 

Vás dobrým a který horším příkladem této kategorie. 

Hodnocení může být od 1 do 10. Číslo 10 dostane slovo, které podle Vás kategorii 

odpovídá nejlépe, je pro Vás nejpřirozenější a nejpřijatelnější. Hodnocení 1 si naopak zaslouží 

slovo, které podle Vás není moc dobrým zástupcem této kategorie a je pro Vás nepřirozené a 

zvláštní, nevhodné.  

Stejné hodnocení můžete dát většímu množství slov. 

(Ke snazšímu srovnání výrazů mezi sebou Vám může pomoct přečíst si na začátku 

hodnocení seznam všech nabízených slov.) 

Pro lepší představu by například pro kategorii „Kamarádské pozdravy“ někdo mohl dát 

hodnocení: 

ahoj 10, čus 9, nazdar 9, tě pic 8, dobrý den 3, zdravím Vás 1, čest práci 1 

---- 
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Kategorie: OBUV 

pohorky, cvičky, gumovky/gumáky, jehly, kozačky, pantofle, ponožky, boty, kanady, 

tenisky, kopačky, návleky 

[stupnice pro každý pojem, ilustrováno obrázkem] 

 

Figure 5 – Illustration of the prototype survey 

---- 

Kategorie: RUŠIVÉ/NEPŘÍJEMNÉ ZVUKY 

chrastění, řinčení, hluk smích, drnčení, rachot, chřestění, drkotání, pískání, déšť, zvonění, 

křik, dunění, cvrlikání, rámus 

[stupnice pro každý pojem] 

---- 

Kategorie: OSLOVENÍ PARTNERA 

zlato, zlatíčko, puso, lásko, cukříku, miláčku, poklade, drahoušku, drahý/drahá, koloušku 

[stupnice pro každý pojem] 

---- 

Kategorie: PSYCHICKY NESTABILNÍ, NEPŘÍČETNÁ OSOBA 

magor, cvok, blázen, vobejda, pošuk, blbec, psychouš, (někdo) mešuge, (někdo) cáklej, 

(někdo) trhlej, (někdo) máklej, divňous, šílenec, pako 

[stupnice pro každý pojem] 

---- 

Poslední kategorie: UPUŠTĚNÍ PÁRY, POSTĚŽOVÁNÍ SI 

do háje, sakryš, do hajzlu, do prdele, kruci, kurva, kurník, sakra, do píči/do piči, krucifix, 

krucipísek 

[stupnice pro každý pojem] 

---- 

2. Results of the prototype survey, statistics of survey respondents 

Due to a large sample, the results and statistics are available at: 
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“Results of Prototype Survey.” 2021. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bwmlCCpNH_MQQLdiWX8OLbAxNkT_Tquoffio

Wok0AV0/edit?usp=sharing. 

“Statistics of Survey Respondents.” 2021. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yzPGZMgtJGaEescC8DF7f0ZDR9Xg4b0SneUC_9U4

7hk/edit?usp=sharing. 

3. Information about the translation task respondents 
 

Name Age Gende

r 

Region of 

origin 

C1 Grou

p 

Field 

of 

interes

t 

Translatio

n type 

Designate

d salience 

model: 

1 PH 23 M Plzeňský YES 1 political 

science/economy 

1 

2 KŽ 23 F Plzeňský YES 1 film studies 2 

3 JB 22 M Plzeňský YES 1 economy/finance 1 

4 VS 22 M Plzeňský YES 1 experimental 

physics 

1 

5 VH 22 F Plzeňský YES 1 animal protection 

and welfare 

2 

6 MB 25 M Praha YES 2 
  

1 

7 AK 23 F Praha YES 2 
  

2 

8 MG 21 F Praha YES 2 
  

2 

9 JK 22 M Praha YES 2 
  

1 

10 IŠ 40 F Karlovarský YES 2 
  

3 

11 TM 30 F Praha + 
Jihočeský 

YES 3 
 

literary 4 

12 IV 28 F Ústecký YES 3 
 

commercia

l 

4 

13 VE 28 M Plzeňský YES 3 
 

literary 5 

14 VB 26 M Praha YES 3 
 

commercia

l 

5 

15 HD 38 F Královehradec
ký 

YES 3 
 

commercia
l 

3 

 

4. Salience models 

The following are the models I created for each of the respondents (as noted in the table 

above). They combine all three methods of salience ranking into the overall salience, which is 

then used to assess the results of the translation experiment. 

Model 1 – M, 14–19 + 20–29, Bohemia 

Average prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

Overall salience of 

tested words 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bwmlCCpNH_MQQLdiWX8OLbAxNkT_TquoffioWok0AV0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1bwmlCCpNH_MQQLdiWX8OLbAxNkT_TquoffioWok0AV0/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yzPGZMgtJGaEescC8DF7f0ZDR9Xg4b0SneUC_9U47hk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1yzPGZMgtJGaEescC8DF7f0ZDR9Xg4b0SneUC_9U47hk/edit?usp=sharing
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equivalent in 

InterCorp  

1. boty ‘shoes’ 9.8 

2. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 8.4 

3. kozačky ‘women’s knee-

high boots’ 7.6 

4. pantofle ‘slippers’ 7.2 

5. gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber 

rain boots’ 6.3 

6. kanady ‘combat boots’ 

6.22 

7. cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes’ 

6.21 

8. pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

6.1 

8.  kopačky ‘soccer cleats’ 

6.1 

9. jehly ‘stilettos’ 4.7 

10. ponožky ‘socks’ 3 

11. návleky ‘shoe covers’ 2 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1 

2. pohor(k)y 4.4 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 8.98 

2. hluk ‘noise’ 8.97 

3. křik ‘yelling’ 7.9 

4. rachot ‘row’ 7.8 

5. pískání ‘whistling’ 6.5 

6. řinčení ‘rattle’ 6.46 

7. drnčení ‘rattle’ 6.1 

8. dunění ‘rumble, boom’ 6 

9. chrastění ‘rattle’ 5.6 

10. chřestění ‘rattle’ 5.15 

11. zvonění ‘ringing’ 5.14 

12. drkotání ‘rattle’ 4.4 

13. smích ‘laughter’ 3.5 

14. cvrlikání ‘twittering’ 3 

15. déšť ‘rain’ 2.6 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

5. rámus 1 

5.   drnčení 1 

5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

6.  hlomoz 0 

6.  drncání 0 

6.  kodrcání 0 

 

1. hluk 2.4 

2. rachot 2.6 

2.   rámus 2.6 

3.   řinčení 4.8 

4.   drnčení 5.8 

5.   hlomoz 6.7 

6.   chrastění 6.4 

7.   drncání 7.3 

8.   chřestění 8.2 

9.   drkotání 9.8 

1. lásko ‘love’ 9 

2. miláčku 8.7 

3. zlato 7.3 

4. zlatíčko 6.5 

5. drahoušku 5.9 

6. drahý/drahá ‘dear’ 5.2 

7. puso 3.9 

8. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 3.7 

9. cukříku ‘sugar’ 2.8 

10. koloušku ‘literally: 

fawn’ 2.3 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

9. čumáčku 0 

1. miláčku 1.7 

2. zlato 2.7 

3. lásko 3 

4. zlatíčko 4 

4.    drahoušku 4 

5. broučku 6.5  

6. drahý 6.7 

7. brouku 7.5 

3. čumáčku 9 
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1. blázen 8.4 

2. magor 7.9 

3. cvok 7.6 

4. šílenec 7.4 

5. psychouš 5.9 

6. pošuk 5.6 

7. (někdo) mešuge 5.19 

8. (někdo) cáklej 5.18 

9. (někdo) trhlej 4.8 

10. blbec ‘idiot, dummy’ 4.5 

11. (někdo) máklej 4.47 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 4 

13. divňous ‘a strange 

person-expr-coll’ 2.4 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

potentially unkept person, 

hanging about’ 2.1 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej 7  

11. vobejda 5 

12. prdlouš 1 

 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

1. blázen 1.2 

2. magor 2.6 

3. cvok 3 

4. šílenec 3.2 

5. pošuk 5.4 

6. psychouš 6.8  

7. mešuge 7 

8. trhlej 7.4 

9. cáklej 7.8 

10. máklej 9.8 

11. prdlouš 10.3 

4. vobejda 11.4 

1. do prdele 8.3 

2. sakra ‘shoot’ 7.8 

3. do háje 7.6 

4. kurva 7.3 

5. do hajzlu 7 

6. do píči/do piči 6.5 

7. kruci ‘shoot, dammit’ 6.2 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, shoot’ 

5.5 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 5.1 

10. krucifix ‘dammit’ 4.4 

12. krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 3.8 

1. kurva 1303 

2. do prdele 809 

3. do háje 213 

4. do hajzlu 146 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 26 

7. krucifix 16 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

krucipísek 20 

kurník 6 

1. kurva 4 244 

2. do prdele 775 

3. do hajzlu 278 

4. do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6. do prčic 8 

7. krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

1. do prdele 1.7 

2. kurva 2 

3. do háje 3.7 

4. do hajzlu 4 

5. do píči/do piči 

5.3 

6. do prčic 5.5 

7. krucifix 8 

 

Model 2 – F, 14–19 + 20–29, Bohemia 

Average prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 9.2 

2. boty ‘shoes’ 8.6 

3. kozačky ‘women’s knee-

high boots’ 8 

4. pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

7.4 

5. pantofle ‘slippers’ 7 

6. kanady ‘combat boots’ 

6.3 

7. gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber 

rain boots’ 5.8 

8. kopačky ‘soccer cleats’ 

5.7 

9. cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes’ 

5.4 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1.4 

2. pohor(k)y 2.8 
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10. jehly ‘stilettos’ 5 

11. ponožky ‘socks’ 1.6 

 návleky ‘shoe covers’ 1.3 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 8.7 

2. křik ‘yelling’ 8.4 

3. rachot ‘row’ 8.38 

4. hluk ‘noise’ 8.27 

5. řinčení ‘rattle’ 8 

6. drnčení ‘rattle’ 6.8 

7. chřestění ‘rattle’ 6.7 

8. chrastění ‘rattle’ 6.5 

9. pískání ‘whistling’ 6.3 

10. dunění ‘rumble, boom’ 

6.2 

11. zvonění ‘ringing’ 5.7 

12. drkotání ‘rattle’ 5.2 

13. smích ‘laughter’ 3.2 

14. cvrlikání ‘twittering’ 3.1 

15. déšť ‘rain’ 1.5 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

5. rámus 1 

5.   drnčení 1 

5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

6.  hlomoz 0 

6.  drncání 0 

6.  kodrcání 0 

 

1. rachot 2.2 

2. rámus 2.6 

3. hluk 3.240 

3.   řinčení 4.4 

4.   drnčení 5.4 

5.   chrastění 6 

6.   hlomoz 6.7 

7.   drncání 7.3 

8.   chřestění 7.8 

9.   drkotání 9 

10. kodrcání 9.3 

1. lásko ‘love’ 8.4 

2. zlato 8.33 

3. miláčku 8.27 

4. zlatíčko 6.3 

5. drahoušku 5.3 

6. drahý/drahá ‘dear’ 6.5 

7. puso 3.2 

8. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 4.5 

9. cukříku ‘sugar’ 2.3 

10. koloušku ‘literally: fawn’ 

1.9 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

1. čumáčku 0 

1. miláčku 2 

2. zlato 2.7 

2.   lásko 2.7 

3.   zlatíčko 4 

3.    drahoušku 4 

4.    broučku 6.5  

5.    drahý 6.7 

6.    brouku 7.5 

7.    čumáčku 9 

1. blázen 8.6 

2. magor 7.9 

3. šílenec 7.7 

4. cvok 7.65 

5. psychouš 6.1 

6. (někdo) cáklej 5.62 

7. pošuk 5.59 

8. (někdo) mešuge 5.5 

9. (někdo) trhlej 4.73 

10. (někdo) máklej 4.67 

11. blbec ‘idiot, dummy’ 3.6 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 3.3 

13. divňous ‘a strange 

person-expr-coll’ 2.3 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

potentially unkept person, 

hanging about’ 2.1 

 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej 7  

11. vobejda 5 

12. prdlouš 1 

 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

1. blázen 1.2 

2. magor 2.6 

3. šílenec 2.8 

4. cvok 3.4 

5. pošuk 5.8 

6. psychouš 6.8  

7. cáklej 7 

8. mešuge 7.4 

8.   trhlej 7.4 

9. máklej 9.4 

10. prdlouš 10.3 

13. vobejda 11.4 

 
40 Due to it being the most frequent item of the basic-level ones, I still expect hluk as the primary option, but 

rachot and rámus may become more prominent. 
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1. do prdele 8.8 

2. sakra ‘shoot’ 8.6 

3. kurva 8.2 

4. do háje 8.1 

5. do hajzlu 7.8 

6. do píči/do piči 7.6 

7. kruci ‘shoot, dammit’ 6.2 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, shoot’ 

5.5 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 4.7 

10. krucifix ‘dammit’ 4.4 

11. krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 3.4 

1. kurva 1303 

2. do prdele 809 

3. do háje 213 

4. do hajzlu 146 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 26 

7. krucifix 16 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

krucipísek 20 

kurník 6 

1. kurva 4 244 

2. do prdele 775 

3. do hajzlu 278 

4. do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6.   do prčic 8 

7.   krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

1. do prdele 1.7 

1.    kurva 1.7 

2. do háje 4 

2.    do hajzlu 4 

3. do píči/do piči 

5.3 

4. do prčic 5.5 

5. krucifix 8 

 

Model 3 – F, 30–39 + 40–55, Bohemia 

Average prototypicality all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. boty ‘shoes’ 9.2 

2. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 7.8 

3. kozačky ‘women’s knee-

high boots’ 7.5 

4. pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

6.7 

5. pantofle ‘slippers’ 6.4 

6. kanady ‘combat boots’ 5.7 

7. gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber 

rain boots’ 5 

8. kopačky ‘soccer cleats’ 5 

9. cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes’ 

4.8 

10. jehly ‘stilettos’ 3.7 

11. ponožky ‘socks’ 1.3 

12.  návleky ‘shoe covers’ 1.9 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1 

2. pohor(k)y 2.8 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 9.1 

2. hluk ‘noise’ 8 

2.   křik ‘yelling’ 8 

3. rachot ‘row’ 8.2 

4. řinčení ‘rattle’ 7.4 

5. drnčení ‘rattle’ 7.2 

6. pískání ‘whistling’ 5.5 

7. dunění ‘rumble, boom’ 6.3 

8. chrastění ‘rattle’ 5.2 

9. chřestění ‘rattle’ 4.7 

10. zvonění ‘ringing’ 4.8 

11. drkotání ‘rattle’ 3.8 

12. smích ‘laughter’ 2.2 

13. cvrlikání ‘twittering’ 2.1 

14. déšť ‘rain’ 1.4 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

5. rámus 1 

5.   drnčení 1 

5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

6.  hlomoz 0 

6.  drncání 0 

6.  kodrcání 0 

1. rachot 2.2 

2. hluk 2.4 

3.   rámus 2.6 

4.   řinčení 4 

4.   drnčení 5 

5.   chrastění 6 

5.   hlomoz 6.7 

5.   drncání 7.3 

7.   chřestění 7.8 

8.   drkotání 9 

9.  kodrcání 9.3 
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1. lásko ‘love’ 8.1 

2. miláčku 8 

3. zlato 7.4 

4. zlatíčko 6.2 

5. drahý/drahá ‘dear’ 6.1 

6. drahoušku 5.3 

7. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 4.7 

8. puso 3.6 

9. cukříku ‘sugar’ 

10. koloušku ‘literally: 

fawn’ 2.1 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

9. čumáčku 0 

1. miláčku 1.7 

2. zlato 2.7 

3. lásko 2.7  

4. zlatíčko 4 

5. drahoušku 4.3 

6. drahý 6.3 

7. broučku 6.5  

8. brouku 7.5 

9.   čumáčku 9 

1. blázen 8.4 

2. magor 7.9 

3. cvok 7.6 

4. šílenec 7.4 

5. psychouš 5.9 

6. pošuk 5.6 

7. (někdo) mešuge 5.19 

8. (někdo) cáklej 5.18 

9. (někdo) trhlej 4.8 

10. blbec ‘idiot, dummy’ 4.5 

11. (někdo) máklej 4.47 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 4 

13. divňous ‘a strange person-

expr-coll’ 2.4 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

potentially unkept person, 

hanging about’ 2.1 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej 7  

11. vobejda 5 

12. prdlouš 1 

 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

1. blázen 1.2 

2. šílenec 3.2 

3. magor 2.6 

4. cvok 3 

5. pošuk 5.4 

6. psychouš 6.8 

7. mešuge 7 

8. trhlej 7.4 

9. cáklej 7.8 

10. máklej 9.4 

11. prdlouš 10.3 

1. vobejda 12.8 

1. do prdele 8.3 

2. sakra ‘shoot’ 7.8 

3. do háje 7.6 

4. kurva 7.3 

5. do hajzlu 7 

6. do píči/do piči 6.5 

7. kruci ‘shoot, dammit’ 6.2 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, shoot’ 

5.5 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 5.1 

10. krucifix ‘dammit’ 4.4 

12. krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 3.8 

1. kurva 1303 

2. do prdele 809 

3. do háje 213 

4. do hajzlu 146 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 26 

7. krucifix 16 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

krucipísek 20 

kurník 6 

1. kurva 4 244 

2. do prdele 775 

3. do hajzlu 278 

4. do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6. do prčic 8 

7. krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

1. do prdele 1.7 

2. kurva 2 

3. do háje 3.7 

4. do hajzlu 4 

5. do píči/do piči 

5.3 

6. do prčic 5.5 

7. krucifix 7.4 

 

Model 4 – F, 20–29 + 30–39, Bohemia 

Average prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 9 

2. boty ‘shoes’ 8.8 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1.4 

2. pohor(k)y 2.8 
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3. kozačky ‘women’s knee-

high boots’ 7.8 

4. pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

7.5 

5. pantofle ‘slippers’ 7 

6. kanady ‘combat boots’ 

6.5 

7. kopačky ‘soccer cleats’ 

5.784 

8. gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber 

rain boots’ 5.781 

9. cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes’ 

5.6 

10. jehly ‘stilettos’ 4.9 

11. ponožky ‘socks’ 1.7 

 12. návleky ‘shoe covers’ 1.5 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 8.9 

2. rachot ‘row’ 8.4 

3. křik ‘yelling’ 8.3 

4. řinčení ‘rattle’ 7.98 

5. hluk ‘noise’ 7.95 

6. drnčení ‘rattle’ 6.8 

7. chřestění ‘rattle’ 6.7 

8. chrastění ‘rattle’ 6.6 

9. pískání ‘whistling’ 6.4 

10. dunění ‘rumble, boom’ 

6.2 

11. zvonění ‘ringing’ 5.7 

12. drkotání ‘rattle’ 5.1 

13. smích ‘laughter’ 3.3 

14. cvrlikání ‘twittering’ 3.1 

15. déšť ‘rain’ 1.5 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

5. rámus 1 

5.   drnčení 1 

5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

6.  hlomoz 0 

6.  drncání 0 

6.  kodrcání 0 

 

1. hluk 3.6 

2. rachot 1.8 

2.   rámus 2.6 

3.   řinčení 4 

4.   drnčení 5.4 

5.   hlomoz 6.7 

6.   chrastění 6.8 

6.   chřestění 6.8 

.   drncání 7.3 

7.   drkotání 8.2 

8.   kodrcání 9.3 

1. lásko ‘love’ 8.4 

2. miláčku 8.3 

3. zlato 8.2 

4. zlatíčko 6.3 

5. drahý/drahá ‘dear’ 6.2 

6. drahoušku 5.2 

7. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 4.8 

8. puso 3.2 

9. cukříku ‘sugar’ 2.2 

10. koloušku ‘literally: 

fawn’ 2 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

9. čumáčku 0 

1. miláčku 1.7 

2. zlato 2.7 

2.   lásko 2.7  

3. zlatíčko 4 

4. drahoušku 4.3 

5. drahý 6.3 

6. broučku 6.5  

7. brouku 7.5 

1. čumáčku 9 

1. blázen 8.6 

2. magor 7.9 

3. cvok 7.8 

4. šílenec 7.6 

5. psychouš 6.4 

6. pošuk 6 

7. (někdo) mešuge 5.62 

8. (někdo) cáklej 5.58 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

1. blázen 1.2 

2. šílenec 3.2 

3. magor 2.6 

4. cvok 3 

5. pošuk 5.4 

6. psychouš 6.8 

7. mešuge 7 

8. trhlej 7.8 
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9. (někdo) máklej 4.7 

10. (někdo) trhlej 4.6 

11. blbec ‘idiot, dummy’ 3.7 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 3.4 

13. divňous ‘a strange 

person-expr-coll’ 2.5 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

potentially unkept person, 

hanging about’ 2 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej 7  

11. vobejda 5 0,04 

12. prdlouš 1 0,01 

 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

8.   cáklej 7.8 

9. máklej 9 

10. prdlouš 10.3 

2. vobejda 12.8 

1. do prdele 8.8 

2. sakra ‘shoot’ 8.6 

3. kurva 8.2 

4. do háje 8.1 

5. do hajzlu 7.8 

6. do píči/do piči 7.4 

7. kruci ‘shoot, dammit’ 6.4 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, shoot’ 

5.8 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 5.1 

10. krucifix ‘dammit’ 4.7 

12. krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 3.6 

1. kurva 1303 

2. do prdele 809 

3. do háje 213 

4. do hajzlu 146 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 26 

7. krucifix 16 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

krucipísek 20 

kurník 6 

1.  kurva 4 244 

2.  do prdele 775 

3.  do hajzlu 278 

4.  do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6. do prčic 8 

7. krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

1. do prdele 1.7 

1.     kurva 1.7 

2. do háje 4 

2.     do hajzlu 4 

3. do píči/do piči 

5.3 

4. do prčic 5.5 

5. krucifix 7.4 

 

Model 5 – M, 20–29 + 30–39, Bohemia 

Average prototypicality of all 

category members 

Corpus frequencies of 

tested words 

Frequencies as a 

translation 

equivalent in 

InterCorp  

Overall salience of 

tested words 

1. boty ‘shoes’ 9.8 

2. tenisky ‘sneakers’ 8.4 

3. kozačky ‘women’s knee-

high boots’ 7.5 

4. pohorky ‘hiking boots’ 

7.3 

5. kanady ‘combat boots’ 

7.142 

6. pantofle ‘slippers’ 7.138 

7. cvičky ‘gymnastic shoes’ 

6.4 

8. gumovky/gumáky ‘rubber 

rain boots’ 6.3 

9. kopačky ‘soccer cleats’ 

6.1 

10. jehly ‘stilettos’ 5 

11. ponožky ‘socks’ 3 

 návleky ‘shoe covers’ 

2.2 

1. bota: 10 179 

2. pohor(k)a: 98 

1. bota 15 

2. pohor(k)a 7 

1. boty 1 

2. pohor(k)y 2.8 

1. rámus ‘racket’ 8.8 

2. hluk ‘noise’ 8.3 

3. rachot ‘row’ 7.9 

4. křik ‘yelling’ 7.8 

1. hluk 4330 

2. rachot 691 

3. rámus 597 

4. řinčení 217 

1. rachot 35 

2. chrastění 10 

3. chřestění 9 

4. řinčení 5 

1. hluk 2.4 

2. rachot 2.2 

2.   rámus 2.6 

3.   řinčení 4.4 
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5. řinčení ‘rattle’ 6.57 

5.   5.  drnčení ‘rattle’ 6.57 

6. pískání ‘whistling’ 6.4 

7. dunění ‘rumble, boom’ 6 

8. chřestění ‘rattle’ 5.52 

9. chrastění ‘rattle’ 5.5 

10. zvonění ‘ringing’ 5.4 

11. drkotání ‘rattle’ 4.6 

12. smích ‘laughter’ 4 

13. cvrlikání ‘twittering’ 3.3 

15. déšť ‘rain’ 3.2 

5. drnčení 62 

6. chrastění 50 

7. hlomoz 48 

8. drncání 35 

9. chřestění 39 

10. drkotání 34 

11. kodrcání 18 

 

5. rámus 1 

  5.  drnčení 1 

  5.  drkotání 1 

6. hluk 0 

  6.  hlomoz 0 

 6.  drncání 0 

 6.  kodrcání 0 

 

4.   drnčení 5 

5.   hlomoz 5.5 

6.   chrastění 6.4 

8.   chřestění 6.8 

9.    drncání 7.3 

10.  drkotání 8.2 

11.  kodrcání 9.3 

1. lásko ‘love’ 9.3 

2. miláčku 8.6 

3. zlato 6.8 

4. zlatíčko 6.1 

4.  drahý/drahá ‘dear’ 6.1 

5. drahoušku 5.4 

6. puso 3.9 

7. poklade ‘literally: 

treasure’ 3.7 

8. cukříku ‘sugar’ 2.7 

9. koloušku ‘literally: fawn’ 

2.3 

1. miláčku 1276  

2. lásko 676 

3. drahoušku 621  

4. zlato 557 

5. zlatíčko 547 

6. broučku 126 

7. brouku 71 

8. drahý 69 

9. čumáčku 12 

 

1. zlato 4169 

2. miláčku 1247 

3. zlatíčko 539 

4. drahoušku 265 

5. lásko 205 

6. drahý 164 

7. broučku 117 

8. brouku 48 

9. čumáčku 0 

1. miláčku 1.7 

2. zlato 2.7 

2.    lásko 2.7  

3. zlatíčko 4 

3.     drahoušku 4 

4. drahý 6 

5. broučku 6.5  

6. brouku 7.5 

3. čumáčku 9 

1. blázen 8.3 

2. magor 7.8 

3. šílenec 7.5 

4. cvok 7 

5. pošuk 6 

6. psychouš 5.9 

7. (někdo) mešuge 5.1 

8. (někdo) cáklej 5.07 

9. (někdo) máklej 4.6 

10. blbec ‘idiot, dummy’ 4.5 

11. (někdo) trhlej 4.4 

12. pako ‘dummy’ 3.8 

13. divňous ‘a strange 

person-expr-coll’ 2.3 

14. vobejda ‘a strange, 

potentially unkept person, 

hanging about’ 1.8 

1. blázen 3 105 

2. šílenec 821 

3. magor 581  

4. cvok 459 

5. pošuk 90  

6. trhlej 43  

7. mešuge 17 

8. cáklej 12 

9. psychouš 9  

10. máklej 7  

11. vobejda 5 

12. prdlouš 1 

 

1. cvok 67 

2. blázen 36 

3. magor 10 

4. šílenec 6 

5. pošuk 5 

6. psychouš 2 

7. trhlej 0 

7.   mešuge 0 

7.   cáklej 0 

7.   máklej 0 

7.   vobejda 0 

7.   prdlouš 0 

1. blázen 1.2 

2. šílenec 2.8 

3. magor 2.6 

4. cvok 3.4 

5. pošuk 5 

6. mešuge 7 

7. psychouš 7.2 

8. cáklej 7.8 

9. trhlej 8.2 

10. máklej 9 

11. prdlouš 10.3 

4. vobejda 12.8 

1. do prdele 9.2 

2. do píči/do piči 8.6 

3. kurva 8.4 

4. do hajzlu 7.8 

5. sakra ‘shoot’ 7.6 

6. do háje 6.9 

7. kruci ‘shoot, dammit’ 5.8 

8. sakryš ‘dammit, shoot’ 

4.8 

9. kurník ‘shoot’ 4.4 

10. krucifix ‘dammit’ 4.1 

1. kurva 1303 

2. do prdele 809 

3. do háje 213 

4. do hajzlu 146 

5. do prčic 44 

6. do píči/do piči 26 

7. krucifix 16 

 

Nivelization:  

sakra 2957 

kruci 237 

sakryš 25 

1. kurva 4 244 

2. do prdele 775 

3. do hajzlu 278 

4. do píči 40 

5. do háje 39 

6. do prčic 8 

7. krucifix 1 

 

Nivelization: 

sakra 1061 

kruci 54  

sakryš 0 

1. do prdele 1.7 

1.       kurva 1.7 

2. do hajzlu 3.7 

3. do píči/do 

piči 4 

4. do háje 4.7 

5. do prčic 5.5 

6. krucifix 7.4 
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12. krucipísek ‘shoot, 

dammit’ 3.1 

krucipísek 20 

kurník 6 

krucipísek 0 

kurník 0 

 

5. Full text of the translation experiment 

Vážená paní, vážený pane, 
jmenuji se Tereza Sloupová a momentálně pracuji na své bakalářské práci z oboru Obecná lingvistika na 
Filozofické fakultě Univerzity Karlovy. 
Jsem velice vděčná, že jste se rozhodli účastnit se výzkumu, který bude použit v praktické části práce. 

Celkově by experiment neměl zabrat více než [25] minut, je ale důležité, abyste účast na něm nepřerušovali, 
tedy abyste od počítače nikam neodcházeli ani se nevěnovali jiným aktivitám. 
  
K průběhu výzkumu: 
První část je čistě organizační, vyplňte v ní prosím osobní a další údaje. 

-          Vaše kontaktní údaje budou sloužit pouze k usnadnění práce s odpověďmi a v práci se nevyskytnou 

(maximálně iniciály jména). 
-          Další údaje jako věk či místo původu se mohou v práci vyskytnout při reflexi výsledků, opět ale budou 

propojeny maximálně s iniciálami. 
Druhá část bude překladová. Konkrétně budete v rychlosti překládat věty do angličtiny, můžete si představit, 

že by se vyskytly například v amatérské povídce. 
-          Žádná varianta překladu zde není správná nebo chybná, překlad je v časovém presu a bude tak i hodnocen. 

(Nemusíte se tedy trápit, že byste s překladem „nebyli spokojeni“.) 
-          Při překladu prosím nepoužívejte žádné zdroje (internet, slovníky), nikam nepřeklikávejte ani se s nikým 

neraďte. 
Překladové části budou proloženy otázkami. 

-          Na otázky prosím odpovídejte postupně, pravdivě a pokuste se o co nejvěrnější sebereflexi. Některé otázky 

můžete přeskakovat. 
Na dalším slidu můžete experiment spustit. V případě jakýchkoli potíží se na mě prosím ihned obraťte na 

emailu [XY] nebo přes platformu, na které spolu komunikujeme. 
  

Informace o respondentovi – organizační dotazník 

Jméno: 

Věk: 

Kraj, ze kterého pocházíte: 

Email: 

Mám znalost angličtiny na úrovni C1 nebo vyšší dle Společného evropského referenčního rámce pro 

jazyky (na základě vlastního poučeného posouzení nebo jazykového zkoušky):   ANO   NE 

V oblasti překladu mám: 

žádné nebo téměř žádné zkušenosti (běžný uživatel jazyka) 

nějaké zkušenosti (student překladu) 

rozsáhlé zkušenosti (profesionální překladatel) 

Nejste-li překladatel nebo student překladu, jakému oboru/odvětví se věnujete (např. právo, biologie, 

stavebnictví): 
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Překládáte-li profesionálně, věnujete se spíše komerčnímu, nebo literárnímu překladu? 

Komerčnímu 

Literárnímu 

Oběma druhům se věnuji stejně                    

Přeji si, aby mi byly emailem zaslány informace o účelu dat a výsledcích této práce:         ANO   NE 

Souhlasím s tím, aby byly výsledky tohoto experimentu použity i v případný dalších navazujících 

pracích (ve stejně anonymizované formě):    ANO   NE 

---- 

Nyní následuje praktická část a první překlad, na který budete mít 30 s. Snažte se prosím překládat co 
nejrychleji a když dojdete na konec české věty před vypršením času, posuňte se prosím dál a větu 

neupravujte. 

(Před každým dalším omezením času budete upozorněni.) 

---- 

Překlad 1 

EN: The train left the city early in the morning. Apart from the constant rattle, it was quite a nice ride. 

CS: 

----- 

(Nyní následují otázky. Při odpovídání se vždy můžete vlevo nahoře vracet na předchozí úkoly.) 

Řekli byste, že znáte význam slova „rattle“? 

ANO       NE       NE, ale význam jsem si domyslel/a 

Jak jste přeložili slovo „rattle“ v předchozí větě? (Pokud si nejste jisti, podívejte se v levém horním 

rohu): 

  

Byl to první výraz, který vás k překladu napadnul? (Zahrňte prosím i výrazy, které Vás napadly, ale 

nejsou přesnými překlady.) 

ANO / nepamatuji si, že by mi jiná možnost bleskla hlavou 

NE, napadlo mě nejdřív něco jiného 

Pokud si pamatujete, jaký výraz vás napadnul jako první (ale nakonec jste ho nepoužili), prosím uveďte 

ho: 

  

Jaké další české výrazy by se podle vás daly na stejném místě jako překlad slova rattle použít? (Můžete 

napsat i několik příkladů – 1., 2., 3. …) 
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Apart from the constant rattle, it was quite a nice ride. 

  

Zvolili byste zpětně pro svůj překlad jiný výraz, který vám například přijde přesnější? Můžete se 

podívat na synonyma, která jste uvedli. (Neuvádějte prosím širší úpravy vět jako změny podstatných 

jmen na sloveso, i když by toto řešení podle vás bylo „elegantnější“): 

ANO, vyberu v další otázce 

NE, mnou zvolený překlad je dostačující 

Jaký výraz byste zvolili nyní? (pro překlad slova rattle ve větě „Apart from the constant rattle, it was 

quite a nice ride“) 

  

Cítíte, že slovo „rattle“ má konkrétnější význam než jen obecně „hluk“ a že nějak upřesňuje to, jak zvuk 

vzniká nebo zní? 

ANO       NE 

---- 

Nyní následuje druhý překlad, na který budete mít 25 s. Snažte se prosím překládat co nejrychleji a když 

dojdete na konec české věty před vypršením času, posuňte se prosím dál a větu neupravujte. 

Překlad 2 

EN: The temperature began to lower. It was snowing heavily, but Jim was still warm in his hiking boots. 

CS: 

---- 

Řekli byste, že znáte výraz „hiking boots“? 

ANO       NE       NE, ale význam jsem si domyslel/a 

Jak jste přeložili sousloví „hiking boots“ v předchozí větě? (Pokud si nejste jisti, podívejte se): 

  

Byl to první výraz, který vás k překladu napadnul? (Zahrňte prosím i výrazy, které Vás napadly, ale 

nejsou přesnými překlady) 

ANO / nepamatuji si, že by mi jiná možnost bleskla hlavou 

NE, napadlo mě nejdřív něco jiného 

Pokud si pamatujete, jaký výraz vás napadnul jako první (ale nakonec jste ho nepoužili), prosím uveďte 

ho: 
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Jaké další české výrazy by se podle vás daly na stejném místě pro překlad sousloví hiking boots použít? 

(Nemusíte psát nic, ale můžete uvést i několik příkladů – 1., 2., …) 

It was snowing heavily, but Jim was still warm in his hiking boots. 
 

Zvolili byste zpětně pro svůj překlad jiný výraz, který vám například přijde přesnější? Můžete se 

podívat na synonyma, která jste uvedli. (Neuvádějte prosím širší úpravy vět jako změny podstatných 

jmen na sloveso, i když by toto řešení podle vás bylo „elegantnější“): 

ANO, vyberu v další otázce 

NE, mnou zvolený překlad je dostačující 

Jaký výraz byste zvolili nyní? (pro překlad sousloví hiking boots ve větě „It was snowing heavily, but 

Jim was still warm in his hiking boots“) 

  

Přijde Vám v české větě přirozenější, aby měl na sobě člověk v tomto kontextu pohor(k)y, nebo je pro 

Vás stejně přirozené a vhodné i sousloví jako „trekové boty“? 

V češtině by na sobě měl člověk spíš pohor(k)y. 

V češtině by na sobě měl člověk spíš trekové / horské / outdoorové boty. 

Obě varianty („… boty“ i „pohor(k)y“) mi přijdou stejně vhodné a přirozené, v češtině bych použil obě 

varianty stejně pravděpodobně. 

Obě varianty („… boty“ i „pohor(k)y“) mi přijdou stejně vhodné a přirozené, pohor(k)y bych ale použil 

jen v neformálním textu. 

---- 

Nyní následuje třetí překlad, na který budete mít opět 30 s. 

Snažte se prosím překládat co nejrychleji a když dojdete na konec české věty před vypršením času, 

posuňte se prosím dál a větu neupravujte. 

Překlad 3 

EN: “That old nutjob is snooping around again,” the bartender looked grumpily out of the window. 

CS:   

Řekli byste, že znáte význam výraz „nutjob“? 

ANO       NE       NE, ale význam jsem si domyslel/a 

Jak jste přeložili výraz „nutjob“ v předchozí větě? (Pokud si nejste jisti, podívejte se): 

  

Byl to první výraz, který vás k překladu napadnul? (Zahrňte prosím i výrazy, které Vás napadly, ale 

nejsou přesným překladem) 
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ANO / nepamatuji si, že by mi jiná možnost bleskla hlavou 

NE, napadlo mě nejdřív něco jiného 

Pokud si pamatujete, jaký výraz Vás napadnul jako první (/jaké sousloví Vás napadlo), ale nakonec jste 

ho nepoužili, prosím uveďte ho: 

  

Jaké další české výrazy by se podle vás daly na stejném místě jako překlad výrazu nutjob použít? 

(Můžete napsat i několik příkladů – 1., 2., 3., …) 

 „That old nutjob is snooping around again.“ 

  

Zvolili byste zpětně pro svůj překlad jiný výraz, který vám například přijde přesnější? Můžete se 

podívat na synonyma, která jste uvedli. (Neuvádějte prosím širší úpravy vět jako změny podstatných 

jmen na sloveso, i když by toto řešení podle vás bylo „elegantnější“): 

ANO, vyberu v další otázce 

NE, mnou zvolený překlad je dostačující 

Jaký výraz / jaké sousloví byste zvolili nyní? (pro překlad výrazu nutjob ve větě „That old nutjob is 

snooping around again“) 

  

Cítíte, že je výraz nutjob v angličtině expresivní (zabarvený, v tomto případě hanlivě)? 

ANO       NE 

---- 

Nyní následuje čtvrtý, předposlední překlad, na který budete mít 35 s. 

Snažte se prosím překládat co nejrychleji a když dojdete na konec české věty před vypršením času, 

posuňte se prosím dál a větu neupravujte. 

Překlad 4 

EN: Sarah could see her boyfriend was uncomfortable. “If you want, honey, we can go home,” she 

whispered. 

CS:  

Řekli byste, že znáte význam výraz „honey“? 

ANO       NE       NE, ale význam jsem si domyslel/a 

Jak jste přeložili slovo „honey“ v předchozí větě? (Pokud si nejste jisti, podívejte se): 
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Byl to první výraz, který vás k překladu napadnul? (Zahrňte prosím i výrazy, které Vás napadly, ale 

nejsou přesným překladem) 

ANO / nepamatuji si, že by mi jiná možnost bleskla hlavou 

NE, napadlo mě nejdřív něco jiného 

Pokud si pamatujete, jaký výraz Vás napadnul jako první (/jaké sousloví Vás napadlo), ale nakonec jste 

ho nepoužili, prosím uveďte ho: 

  

Jaké další české výrazy by se podle vás daly na stejném místě jako překlad výrazu honey použít? 

(Můžete napsat i několik příkladů – 1., 2., 3. …) 

„If you want, honey, we can go home,“ she whispered. 

  

Zvolili byste zpětně pro svůj překlad jiný výraz, který vám například přijde přesnější? Můžete se 
podívat na synonyma, která jste uvedli. (Neuvádějte prosím širší úpravy vět jako změny podstatných 

jmen na sloveso, i když by toto řešení podle vás bylo „elegantnější“): 

ANO, vyberu v další otázce 

NE, mnou zvolený překlad je dostačující 

Jaký výraz / jaké sousloví byste zvolili nyní? (pro překlad výrazu honey ve větě „If you want, honey, we 

can go home“) 

  

Slýcháte nebo používáte často slovo, které jste v prvním rychlém překladu použili? (Můžete 

zkombinovat více odpovědí.) 

Svůj původní výraz často slýchám a zároveň bych ho přirozeně použil/a. 

Svůj původní výraz často slýchám, sám/sama bych asi použil/a spíš něco jiného. 

Nejčastěji asi slýchám některý z výrazů, které jsem uvedl/a jako synonyma 

Nejpřirozeněji bych asi sám/sama použil některý z výrazů, které jsem uvedl/a jako synonyma. 

---- 

Nyní následuje pátý, poslední překlad, na který budete mít 25 s. 

Snažte se prosím překládat co nejrychleji a když dojdete na konec české věty před vypršením času, 

posuňte se prosím dál a větu neupravujte. 

Překlad 5 

EN: Marry yet again stubbed her toe on the cupboard. “Fuck,” she let out and held her foot up. 

CS:  
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Řekli byste, že znáte význam výraz „fuck“? 

ANO       NE       NE, ale význam jsem si domyslel/a 

Jak jste přeložili slovo „fuck“ v předchozí větě? (Pokud si nejste jisti, podívejte se): 

  

Byl to první výraz, který vás k překladu napadnul? (Zahrňte prosím i výrazy, které Vás napadly, ale 

nejsou přesným překladem) 

ANO / nepamatuji si, že by mi jiná možnost bleskla hlavou 

NE, napadlo mě nejdřív něco jiného 

Pokud si pamatujete, jaký výraz Vás napadnul jako první (/jaké sousloví Vás napadlo), ale nakonec jste 

ho nepoužili, prosím uveďte ho: 

  

Pokud jste použil/a slovo, které není sprosté, bylo to spíš proto, že: 

Vás od použití sprostého slova odradil kontext experimentu 

Vás slovo napadlo jako první 

Jaké další české výrazy by se podle vás daly na stejném místě jako překlad slova fuck použít? (Můžete 

napsat i několik příkladů – 1., 2., 3. …) 

„Fuck,“ she let out and held her foot up. 

  

Zvolili byste zpětně pro svůj překlad jiný výraz, který vám například přijde přesnější? Můžete se 
podívat na synonyma, která jste uvedli. (Neuvádějte prosím širší úpravy vět jako změny podstatných 

jmen na sloveso, i když by toto řešení podle vás bylo „elegantnější“): 

ANO, vyberu v další otázce 

NE, mnou zvolený překlad je dostačující 

Jaký výraz / jaké sousloví byste zvolili nyní? (pro překlad výrazu fuck ve větě „‘Fuck,‘ she let out and 

held her foot up“) 

  

Slýcháte nebo používáte často slovo, které jste v prvním rychlém překladu použili? (Můžete 

zkombinovat více odpovědí.) 

Svůj původní výraz často slýchám a zároveň bych ho přirozeně použil/a. 

Svůj původní výraz často slýchám, sám/sama bych asi použil/a spíš něco jiného. 

Nejčastěji asi slýchám některý z výrazů, které jsem uvedl/a jako synonyma 

Nejpřirozeněji bych asi sám/sama použil některý z výrazů, které jsem uvedl/a jako synonyma. 
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To je celé, mnohokrát Vám děkuji za účast ve výzkumu! Pokud jste si zažádal/a o další informace o 

účelu tohoto experimentu, ozvu se Vám, až bude práce hotová. Pokud byste měl/a jakýkoli dotaz, 

můžete se na mě obrátit na e-mailu [XY]. 

S přátelským pozdravem Tereza Sloupová, FFUK, Obecná lingvistika (a Angličtina pro mezikulturní 

komunikaci) 

6. Illustration of the translation experiment environment 

 

Figure 6 - Illustration of translation experiment environment 
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Figure 7 - Illustration of translation experiment environment 2 


